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(ABSTRACT) 

 

Due to the high dimensionality of most biological data, it is a difficult task to 

directly analyze, model and visualize the data to gain biological insight. Thus, 

dimensionality reduction becomes an imperative pre-processing step in analyzing and 

visualizing high-dimensional biological data. Two major approaches to dimensionality 

reduction in genomic analysis and biomarker identification studies are: Feature 

extraction, creating new features by combining existing ones based on a mapping 

technique; and feature selection, choosing an optimal subset of all features based on an 

objective function. In this dissertation, we show how our innovative reduction schemes 

effectively reduce the dimensionality of DNA gene expression data to extract biologically 

interpretable and relevant features which result in enhancing the biomarker identification 

process. 

To construct biologically interpretable features and facilitate Muscular Dystrophy 

(MD) subtypes classification, we extract molecular features from MD microarray data by 

constructing sub-networks using a novel integrative scheme which utilizes protein-

protein interaction (PPI) network, functional gene sets information and mRNA profiling 

data. The workflow includes three major steps: First, by combining PPI network structure 

and gene-gene co-expression relationship into a new distance metric, we apply affinity 

propagation clustering (APC) to build gene sub-networks; secondly, we further 

incorporate functional gene sets knowledge to complement the physical interaction 

information; finally, based on the constructed sub-network and gene set features, we 

apply multi-class support vector machine (MSVM) for MD sub-type classification and 
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highlight the biomarkers contributing to the sub-type prediction. The experimental 

results show that our scheme could construct sub-networks that are more relevant to MD 

than those constructed by the conventional approach. Furthermore, our integrative 

strategy substantially improved the prediction accuracy, especially for those ‘hard-to-

classify’ sub-types. 

Conventionally, pathway-based analysis assumes that genes in a pathway equally 

contribute to a biological function, thus assigning uniform weight to genes. However, this 

assumption has been proven incorrect and applying uniform weight in the pathway 

analysis may not be an adequate approach for tasks like molecular classification of 

diseases, as genes in a functional group may have different differential power. Hence, we 

propose to use different weights for the pathway analysis which resulted in the 

development of four weighting schemes. We applied them in two existing pathway 

analysis methods using both real and simulated gene expression data for pathways. 

Weighting changes pathway scoring and brings up some new significant pathways, 

leading to the detection of disease-related genes that are missed under uniform weight.  

To help us understand our MD expression data better and derive scientific insight 

from it, we have explored a suite of visualization tools. Particularly, for selected top 

performing MD sub-networks, we displayed the network view using Cytoscape; 

functional annotations using IPA and DAVID functional analysis tools; expression 

pattern using heat-map and parallel coordinates plot; and MD associated pathways using 

KEGG pathway diagrams. We also performed weighted MD pathway analysis, and 

identified overlapping sub-networks across different weight schemes and different MD 

subtypes using Venn Diagrams, which resulted in the identification of a new sub-network 

significantly associated with MD. All those graphically displayed data and information 

helped us understand our MD data and the MD subtypes better, resulting in the 

identification of several potentially MD associated biomarker pathways and genes. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 

Bioinformatics is research, development, or application of computational tools and 

approaches for expanding the use of biological, medical, behavioral or health data, 

including those to acquire, store, organize, archive, analyze, or visualize such data. [1]. In 

the last decade, the rapid progress of the human genome project and the advancements in 

high-throughput biotechnologies have resulted in the production of large amounts of 

biological data such as genome sequences, DNA microarray profiles, proteomic profiles, 

single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), etc.  

Many of these data are represented as points in high dimensional Euclidian spaces. 

For instance, DNA microarray profiles are represented as a matrix of tens of thousands of 

gene expression values for a handful of tissue samples used in the experiments.  Analysis 

of genome-wide expression patterns in DNA microarray is important as it can provide 

unique insights into the structure of genetic networks and into biological processes. It is 

very difficult, however, to get insight from data with high dimensionality, because 

conventional approaches, such as visualization and exploratory data analysis, do not scale 

well to more than a few dozen dimensions.  Furthermore, statistical modeling of high 

dimensional data encounters the “curse of dimensionality”, in which the amount of data 

required for robust statistical modeling grows exponentially in the dimensionality [2]. For 

these reasons, dimensionality reduction has become an imperative processing step in 

visualizing and analyzing high-dimensional biological data.  

Dimensionality reduction is an approach used extensively in many domains to 

facilitate classification, visualization, and compression of high dimensional data by 

mitigating the curse of dimensionality and other undesired properties of high-dimensional 

spaces [3].  Feature selection and feature extraction are regarded as two major techniques 

of dimensionality reduction:  feature selection chooses an optimal subset of all the 

features based on an objective function, and feature extraction creates new features by 

combining existing ones based on a mapping technique.   
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Feature selection, also known as variable selection is the technique of selecting a 

subset of relevant features for building robust learning models in machine learning [4]. 

When applied to a biology domain, the technique is also called discriminative gene 

selection, which detects influential genes based on DNA microarray experiments. By 

removing most irrelevant and redundant features from the data, feature selection helps 

improve the performance of learning models. In Chapter 4, we show how we use the 

feature selection approach to identify the subset of genes that are potentially relevant to 

type II diabetes in the pathway based analysis. Particularly, we discuss how our 

innovative weighting schemes could enhance the feature selection in pathway based 

analysis using Global test [5] and Random forest [6, 7].  

In feature extraction, unlike feature selection, the samples in the transformed 

embedding subspace no longer represent specific gene and protein expressions from the 

original high-dimensional space but rather encapsulate data similarities in low 

dimensional space. By exploiting the entire high-dimensional space, feature extraction 

methods offer the opportunity to stratify data into subclasses, (e.g., disease subtypes). 

Conventionally, “dimensionality reduction” in bioinformatics refers to the particular 

feature extraction methods which transform high-dimensional data into a meaningful 

representation of reduced dimensionality. Ideally, the reduced representation has a 

dimensionality that corresponds to the intrinsic dimensionality of the data. The intrinsic 

dimensionality of data is the minimum number of parameters needed to account for the 

observed properties of the data [8]. 

Although many biological data analysis tasks can be accomplished with automated 

processes, some steps continue to require human judgment and are frequently rate 

limiting. Visualizations can expand our ability to reason about complex data, thereby 

increasing the efficiency of manual analyses. Given the importance of human 

interpretation, particularly in the early hypothesis generation stages of biological 

research, visual tools also provide a valuable complement to automated computational 

techniques in enabling us to derive scientific insight from large-scale genomic data sets. 

Visual and automated approaches are particularly powerful when used in combination 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biology
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Discriminative_gene_selection&action=edit&redlink=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Discriminative_gene_selection&action=edit&redlink=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genes
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DNA_microarray
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such that a user can seamlessly inspect and perform computations on their data, 

iteratively refining their analyses [9].  

The main research topics of my dissertation are dimensionality reduction, feature 

selection, and visualization of biological data and analysis. To present the researches on 

those topics, Chapter 2 provides brief reviews on the theoretical backgrounds and 

techniques of previous approaches for dimensionality reduction, feature selection, 

visualization tools and techniques largely used in bioinformatics domain.   

Chapter 3 presents the dimensionality reduction of MD expression data by PPI 

(protein-protein interaction) and APC (affinity propagation clustering) based Muscular 

Dystrophy (MD) sub-network construction. To construct biologically interpretable 

features and to facilitate MD subtypes classification, we applied our novel integrative 

scheme utilizing PPI network information, functional gene sets information, and mRNA 

profiling. By combining PPI network structure and gene co-expression relationship into a 

new distance metric, we applied APC to build gene sub-networks The experimental 

results show that our integrative dimensionality reduction scheme applied to the MD 

expression data could construct sub-networks that are more relevant to MD than those 

constructed by conventional approaches and substantially improved the prediction 

accuracy, especially for those hard-to-classify subtypes.  

Chapter 4 proposes to use weight in the pathway based gene analysis to improve the 

feature selection. It presents the four weighting schemes we developed and applied to the 

genes in the pathway analyses using Global test and the Random forest. The experimental 

results show that features (genes) selected using our weight schemes are better in 

prediction accuracy and more biologically associated to the disease of interest than the 

features selected using conventional uniform weight.  

Chapter 5 presents the visualization of MD data and the various experiments and 

analysis on them. First it visualizes the weighted MD pathway analysis and the feature 

selection. To derive scientific insight from large-scale genomic data sets, it further 

visualizes network views, expression patterns, gene ontology terms, gene card 

information, functional annotations, and MD associated pathway diagrams for each 
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selected MD sub-network. It also visualizes the dimensionality reduction on specially 

designed highly nonlinear artificial datasets using well known reduction techniques such 

as PCA, ISOMAP, LLE, and LAPLACIAN and explores the efficiency of each method in 

dealing with the high nonlinearity in the datasets. The visualization of dimensionality 

reduction is extended to the MD expression datasets using CytoDRV (Cytoscape 

Dimensional Reduction Visualizer), a JAVA based hands-on Cytoscape plugin tool that 

we developed to visualize the dimensionality reduction in Cytoscape. In short, Chapter 5 

presents how we could gain a better understanding of high dimensional biological data 

and a biological insight from the graphically displayed data, analysis, and information 

using various visualization tools. 

Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the paper.  

. 
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Chapter 2: Background 
 

2.1 Dimensionality Reduction  

Dimensionality reduction is transformation of high dimensional data into 

meaningful representation of reduced dimensionality [10]. The reduced representation 

ideally has dimensionality that corresponds to the intrinsic dimensionality of the data, 

which is the minimum number of parameters needed to account for the observed 

properties of the data [8]. One most commonly used algorithm for reducing 

dimensionality is principal component analysis (PCA), which is based on a linear model. 

But linear model based approaches have limitations in handling the complex nonlinearity 

in natural high-dimensional data,  thus many nonlinear models [11, 12, 13, 14] have been 

introduced from late nineties and got much attention in recent years. This section reviews 

the four commonly used dimensionality reduction algorithms, such as PCA, ISOMAP, 

LLE, and LAPLACIAN, in the field of bioinformatics and computational biology.  

2.1.1 Existing Techniques of Dimensionality Reduction 

In statistics, dimension reduction is the process of reducing the number of random 

variables under consideration             , and can be divided into feature selection 

and feature extraction [15]. While feature selection chooses an optimal subset of all the 

features based on an objective function:                           , feature 

extraction creates new features by combining existing ones based on a mapping 

technique:                                          . In both cases, the goal is 

to find a low-dimensional representation of the data that preserves most of the 

information or structure in the data.  

Two basic strategies of feature selection are filters and wrappers. Filter methods 

selects the best features according to a reasonable criterion, which is independent of the 

real problem. Wrapper methods wrap the feature selection around the induction algorithm 
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to be used, using cross-validation to predict the benefits of adding or removing a feature 

from the feature subset used [9]. Alternatively, weighting methods can be also used for 

feature selection.   

Feature extraction uses linear or nonlinear mapping techniques.  Linear models 

perform a global transformation of the data using rotation, translation, or rescaling 

technique, assuming that most of the information in the data is contained in a linear 

subspace. Nonlinear models use graphs to represent the manifold topology, use new 

metrics like the geodesic distance, or use new optimization schemes, based on kernel 

techniques and spectral decomposition. In the following section, we will briefly review 

the theoretical properties of the linear method PCA, and the three nonlinear methods, 

ISOMAP, LLE, and LAPLACIAN.   

2.1.1.1 Linear method (PCA) 

PCA was originally developed by Hotelling [16], with the underlying assumption 

that the data is linear and that the embedded eigenvectors represent low-dimensional 

projections of linear relationships among data points in high-dimensional space. PCA 

seeks to reduce the dimension of data by finding a few orthogonal linear combinations 

with the largest variance [17]. The first principal component (PC) is the linear 

combination with the largest variance, and the second PC is the linear combination with 

the second largest variance and is orthogonal to the first PC, and so on. Mathematically, 

the components are found by solving the eigenvalue problem       , where    is the 

covariance matrix of the vector data   ,   an eigenvector, and    the corresponding 

eigenvalue. The problem has several solutions, of which the ones with the largest   are 

the most important in PCA. For visualization, the data points can be projected onto a two 

dimensional plane defined by the two main components. This is done by         where 

  is the matrix containing the eigenvectors corresponding to the two largest eigenvalues, 

and    is the two dimensional representation of   . This produces an image where the 

data is spread as widely as possible by using a linear projection. Unlike nonlinear 

dimensionality reduction algorithms (manifold learning) which consider the intrinsic 

geometry of the data, PCA identifies new variables, the principal components, which are 
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linear combinations of the original variables.  For further information on PCA, please 

refer to [18]. 

2.1.1.2 Nonlinear methods  

The power of nonlinear techniques to handle the nonlinearity in high dimensional 

data better than the linear techniques relies on the key concept of manifold. Manifold is a 

smooth object that locally looks like a Euclidean space, but globally has complex 

nonlinear structure, which can be approximated by gluing small linear subspaces and 

structures together.  Manifold learning algorithms learn global structures from geometric 

properties such as distances, angles and symmetry computed locally [2].  Most manifold 

learning algorithms dimensionality take three basic steps: 

1. Find k nearest neighbors 

2. Estimate local properties of manifold by looking at neighbors 

3. Find a global embedding that preserves the properties found in Step 2.  

 

To find the embedding manifold, nonlinear techniques map a D-dimensional data set 

X to a dimensional data set Y, preserving the local geometries on the original manifold as 

much as possible:                . Figure 1.1 illustrates the characteristics of 

manifold in which a data point   in an embedded local space in a manifold is mapped into 

a data point   in a two dimensional space.  
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Figure 2.1 Characteristics of a manifold learning 

 

A. ISOMAP 

The geodesic distance refers to the distance between two points lying on a manifold 

along the manifold. The ISOMAP replaces Euclidian distance with geodesic distance to 

effectively estimate the full matrix of pair-wise geodesic distances between data points. 

Then it runs MDS (multi-dimensional scaling), to find a transformation that preserves the 

geodesic distances between two points in the high-dimensional space. The issue is how to 

compute the geodesic distances from sample data [14]. 

 

 

Figure 2.2 Euclidean distance and geodesic distance 

 

The ISOMAP algorithm takes the following steps [12]: 

1. Construct neighborhood graph: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geodesic_distance
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a. Define graph G by connecting points I and j if they are as measured by 

( , )xd i j closer than epsilon (epsilon-Isomap), or if i is one of the K 

nearest neighbors of j (K-Isomap) 

b. Set edge lengths equal to ( , )xd i j   

2. Compute shortest paths: 

a. Initialize 

( , ) ( , )G xd i j d i j if i,j are linked by an edge 

( , )Gd i j  otherwise 

b. For k = 1,2,…, N, replace all entries ( , )Gd i j by 

min{ ( , ), ( , ) ( , )}G G Gd i j d i k d k j  

c. Matrix { ( , )}G GD d i j will contain the shortest path distances between 

all pairs of points in G 

3.   Construct d-dimensional embedding: 

a. Let 
p be the p-th eigen value (in decreasing order) of the matrix ( )GD , 

and 
i

pv be the i-th component of the p-th eigenvector 

b. Set the p-th component of the d-dimensional coordinate vector 
iy equal 

to ( ) i

p psqrt v  

B. Locally Linear Embedding (LLE) 

While ISOMAP is a method that takes global approach to estimate pair-wise 

geodesic distances for all points in the manifold, LLE is a method that takes a local 

approach and using only distances within locally linear neighborhoods [13].  
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Figure 2.3 Global and local approaches for the distance measurement 

 

LLE algorithm solves the problem in three stages. Given a n p   data matrix 

n pX , with rows T

ix ; a desired number of dimensions q p ; and an integer k for 

finding local neighbors, where 1k p  , the output is expected to be an n q  matrix Y , 

with rows T

iy  

1. Select k  nearest neighbors for each data T

ix  

2. Reconstruct T

ix with weight matrix W that best linearly reconstruct it from its 

neighbors, solving the reconstruction errors measured by the following cost 

function:  

2

1
( ) T T

i ij ji j i
w

 
  W x x

     (1.1) 

 

3. Estimate the coordinates Y which minimize the reconstruction error using the 

weights  

2

( ) T T

i ij ji j i
w


   Y y y        (1.2) 

The cost function (1.2) subjects to the two constraints that 0iji
y   for each

j ; for each i j , 
T

i j y y I
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Although the weights and coordinate vectors are computed by methods in linear 

algebra, the constraint that points are only reconstructed from neighbors can result in 

highly nonlinear embedding. 

C. LAPLACIAN Eigenmap (LAPLACIAN)  

LAPLACIAN method assumes each point lies in the convex hull of its neighbors. It 

finds a low-dimensional data representation by preserving local properties of the 

manifold. The local properties are based on the pair-wise distances between near 

neighbors. It computes a low-dimensional representation of the data in which the 

distances between a data point and its k nearest neighbors are minimized. The 

LAPLACIAN algorithm takes the following key steps [11]: 

1. Construct weighted adjacency matrix with Gaussian kernel 

2. Compute embedding from normalized LAPLACIAN. Assign weights between 

each pair of points to form an     symmetrical weight matrix  , where 

weights      , when    is a nearest neighbor of each     , and      , 

when     is not a k nearest neighbors of     .  

3. From weight matrix   and a diagonal matrix of column sums           

for all            , calculate a symmetric positive semidefinite matrix   

called the Laplacian as       . 

4. Perform singular value decomposition to obtain the m-dimensional embedding 

vector for each      from the Laplacian  . 

2.1.2 Validation of Dimensionality Reduction Results 

The result of dimensionality reduction can be validated by direct and indirect 

evaluation. Direct evaluations are performed on artificial data using the prior knowledge 

about the data. Indirect evaluations are performed on real data, since there’s no prior 

knowledge about the data. Indirect evaluations can be performed using predictive 

accuracy, quality of resulting clusters, and speed based on the features selected via 
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dimensionality reduction.  There are many criteria to validate the dimensional reduction 

result, and classification accuracy is one of them commonly used. To avoid learning bias 

of a particular classifier, the classification results from different classifiers can be 

compared. Repeating experimental results can be used in the case of non-deterministic 

results [19, 29]. 

2.2 Feature Selection 

Feature selection is one of the important and frequently used techniques in data 

preprocessing for data mining [19]. It reduces the number of features, removes irrelevant, 

redundant, or noisy data, and causes the immediate effects for applications: speeding up a 

data mining algorithm, improving mining performance such as predictive accuracy and 

result comprehensibility. Feature selection has been a fertile field of research and 

development since the 1970s in statistical pattern recognition, machine learning, and data 

mining, and widely applied to many fields including genomic analysis. [21].  

In machine learning, by removing most irrelevant and redundant features from the 

data, feature selection helps improve the performance of learning models by alleviating 

the effect of the curse of dimensionality, enhancing generalization capability, speeding up 

the learning process, and improving model interpretability. Feature selection also helps 

acquire better understanding about the data by telling what the important features are and 

how they are related with each other. The output of feature selection algorithms are either 

a subset of features or the weights of all features measuring their utility. Hence, feature 

selection can also be categorized as subset selection algorithms or feature weighting 

algorithms. Feature selection algorithms typically fall into two categories: feature ranking 

and subset selection. Feature ranking ranks the features by a metric and eliminates all 

features that do not achieve an adequate score. Subset selection searches the set of 

possible features for the optimal subset. We will show how we select features (genes) by 

applying feature ranking approach to reduce the features (genes) in microarray datasets in 

Chapter 4.  
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2.2.1 Feature Selection with Global test 

The global test is a pathway analysis method developed by Goeman et al. [5], which 

can be used in microarray analysis to test whether subjects with similar gene expression 

profiles have similar class labels, based on a logistic regression model. Using the Global 

test method, we can calculate P-values of pathways, select significant pathways based on 

those P-values, and then select features (genes) from the significant pathways for further 

analysis. The algorithm of the Global test method is summarized in the following.  

Suppose that gene expression data containing n samples for p genes is normalized. 

Of these p genes, a subgroup of           genes is to be tested. Let  ijxX be 

a     data matrix containing    genes for n samples of interest, and    as the clinical 

outcome of the i-th sample ( 1n vector). To model how the clinical outcome  depends 

on the gene expression data X , the Global test adopts the generalized linear model 

framework expressed as follows: 

  

 
m

j jiji xhYE
1

1)|( 


, 

where 
j  is the regression coefficient for gene j (j=1,…,m),  is a link function (e.g. the 

logit function), and   is an intercept. Testing a predictive effect of the gene expressions 

on the clinical outcome is equivalent to testing the hypothesis                    

 . Assume that         are a sample from some common distribution with zero mean 

and variance 
2 . Then, a single unknown parameter 

2 determines the allowed deviation 

of the regression coefficients from zero. Thus the null hypothesis is 2

0H  .  The 

formula  1,...,i ij jj
r x i n   is the linear predictor, i.e., the total effect of all 

covariates for the ith sample. As 1( ,..., )nr rr  is a random vector ( ) 0E r   with and

2 'cov( )R  XX , the generalized linear model is simplified to 1( | ) ( )i iE Y h r   .  A 

test statistic for testing 0H is defined as 

h
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, 

where (1/ ) 'R m XX  is an  matrix proportional to the covariance matrix of the 

random effects r , 1( )h  is the expectation of Y under 
0H , and ( )( ) 'i jY Y   is 

the covariance matrix of the clinical outcomes of the samples. The test statistics Q has a 

higher value if the terms of the two matrices are correlated more. Essentially, it tests 

whether samples with similar gene-expressions also have similar outcomes. The 

empirical distribution of test statistics Q under the null hypothesis 
0H  is calculated across 

all samples by randomly taking a large number of permutations (such as 100,000) of the 

vector Y from the outcomes. The empirical P-value is the frequency such that Q for the 

permuted Y  is at least as large as the true, divided by the number of permutations. For the 

gene expression dataset with disease and normal sample groups, Y is 1 for each disease 

sample or 0 for each normal sample. The reason we selected the Global test for our study 

of weighting effect in the pathway based analysis is that generating and assigning weights 

for the genes in a pathway is easy and straightforward: Multiplying a weight matrix 

( )ijwW  to a gene expression data matrix ( )ijxX  in the Global test method does not 

incur any side effect. 

2.2.2 Feature Selection with Random forest 

The random forests is a tree-based method developed by Breiman et al. (1984, 2001) 

[6], which can be used for classification or regression purposes. It grows multiple 

classification or regression trees using a deterministic algorithm, in which each tree is 

constructed using a different bootstrap sample from the original data. It leaves about one-

third of the cases out of the bootstrap (out-of-bag) samples for testing purpose. The out-

of-bag (OOB) samples are not used in constructing the k-th tree, but saved to be used as a 

test set. At the end of the run, it takes the i-th sample to be the class which receives most 

of the votes every time case n  is the OOB. The proportion of times that i is not equal to 

the true class of n averaged over all cases is called the estimated OOB error (http://stat-

www.berkeley.edu). We select features (pathways) based on these OOB error rates of the 
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pathways in a dataset. Pang et al. [7] is the first group who applied the Random forest 

algorithm to pathway based analysis, and we adopted their approach to our study of 

weighting effect in pathway based analysis. Our objective is to find the optimal weight 

*
W  that minimizes the OOB error rate using the cost function we modify in the 

following: 

)]([minarg* wXFW
w


, 

where )(XF is the original cost function of the Random forest that computes the OOB 

error rate of a group of data X , and w  is a weight matrix for the group of data X . The 

objective is to find the weight matrix w  which minimizes the estimated OOB 

classification error for each pathway.  

2.3 Visualization  

As the genome sequencing projects proceed, scientists have gained access to 

tremendous amounts of biological information. Due to the difficulties inherent in 

understanding large amounts of data, information visualization techniques have become 

an attractive option in bioinformatics domain [22, 23]. Using information visualization, 

researchers can see experimental results more clearly than by simply viewing raw 

numbers. Information visualization has been in the core of bioinformatics, and over time 

a variety of interesting information visualization approaches have been developed to 

visualize the different types of biological information. This section introduces several 

visualization and analysis tools which we use to visualize the MD gene expression data 

and our analyses on them such as dimensionality reduction, feature selection, functional 

annotation analyses and more.   

2.3.1 Visualization of Gene Expression  

What is gene expression and why is it important? The genetic information needed to 

create and maintain an organism is stored in strands of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). 

The DNA itself is subdivided into functional sub-regions, the genes. Genes themselves 
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are not responsible for performing any function in a cell. Instead, they are coding for 

proteins. The transcription process copies genes into mRNA. Subsequently, the 

translation process uses the genetic information of the gene, which is available in the 

mRNA, to produce protein. Therefore, it is possible to define gene expression as the 

amount of protein produced using information stored in a gene. Proteins are involved in 

practically every function performed by a cell, e.g., as enzymes, structural proteins or as 

regulatory proteins which are responsible for regulation of gene expression. In this way 

complex genetic regulatory networks are built up [24]. Thus the goal of the visualization 

of gene the expression data is to inspect how the patterns of gene expression underlying 

the diseases are directed by the regulatory information contained in DNA sequences.  

2.3.1.1 Heatmap  

A heatmap is a graphical representation of data where the individual values 

contained in a matrix are represented as colors, for instance, larger values are represented 

by small red squares (pixels) and smaller values by green squares. Heatmaps display the 

results of a cluster analysis by permuting the rows and the columns of a matrix to place 

similar values near each other according to the clustering. The idea for joining cluster 

trees to the rows and columns of the data matrix is originated by Robert Ling in 1973 

[25]. In molecular biology, heatmaps are typically used to represent the level of 

expression of many genes across a number of comparable samples (e.g. cells in different 

states, samples from different patients) as they are obtained from DNA microarrays. We 

used Matlab function clustergram to compute hierarchical clustering, display dendrogram 

and heatmap, and clustergram object to show the expression pattern of each MD sub-

network in our experiment. 

2.3.1.2 Parallel coordinates plot  

A parallel coordinates plot is a tool for visualizing high dimensional data, where 

each observation is represented by the sequence of its coordinate values plotted against 

their coordinate indices. In parallel coordinates, for the gene expression data, each gene is 

represented by one parallel axis. The expression levels of a cell define a point on each 
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axis. By connecting the corresponding points of neighboring axes, each cell is 

represented by a polyline. (Drosophila)  [26]. Through the displayed parallel coordinates 

plot, we can visualize the correlation among different subtypes or gene groups.   

2.3.2 Visualization of Gene and Disease Information 

2.3.2.1 GO Terms  

The Gene Ontology, or GO, is a major bioinformatics initiative to unify the 

representation of gene and gene product attributes across all species [27]. The GO project 

provides an ontoloty of defined terms representing gene product properties. The ontoloty 

covers three domains: cellular component, molecular function, and biological process. 

Each GO term within the ontology has a term name, a unique alphanumeric identifier, a 

definition with cited sources, and a namespace indicating the domain to which it belongs. 

For further information on GO, visit www.geneontology.org.  

2.3.2.2  Gene Cards  

The GeneCards is a searchable, integrated, database of human genes that provides 

concise genomic related information, on all known and predicted human genes. The 

GeneCards human gene database extracts and integrates a carefully selected subset of 

gene related transcriptomic, genetic, proteomic, functional and disease information, from 

dozens of relevant sources. It provides robust user-friendly access to up-to-date 

knowledge. GeneCards overcomes barriers of data format heterogeneity, and uses 

standard nomenclature and approved gene symbols. GeneCards presents a complete 

summary for each gene, and provides the means to obtain a deep understanding of 

biology and medicine. For further information on Gene Card, visit www.gencards.org.   

2.3.3 Visualization of Networks 

2.3.3.1 Cytoscape 

Cytoscape is an open source bioinformatics software platform for visualizing 

molecular interaction networks and biological pathways and integrating these networks 
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with annotations, gene expression profiles, and other state data.   It was originally 

designed for biological research, but it is now a general platform for complex network 

analysis and visualization.   The core distribution of Cytoscape provides a basic set of 

features for data integration and visualization, and additional features are provided as 

plugins. Plugins are available for network and molecular profiling analyses, new layouts, 

additional file format support, scripting, and connection with databases.   Plugins can be 

developed by anyone using the Cytoscape open API based on Java technology, and most 

of the plugins are freely available.  

 

 

Figure 2.4 A sample Cytoscape network view of human muscular dystrophy 

 

 

Figure 2.5  Multiple network views hierarchically arranged in Cytoscape 
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Following is the highlight of several important characteristics and capabilities of 

Cytoscape, which we utilized for the visualization of MD sub-networks in Chapter 4. The 

summary is based on the introductions provided in the online Cytoscape home page 

available from http://www.cytoscape.org/what_is_cytoscape.html. 

 Supports many standard file formats: Cytoscape supports many standard 

network and annotation file formats including. For example, delimited text files 

and MS Excel™ Workbook are supported. We can also import data files, such as 

expression profiles or GO annotations, generated by other applications or 

spreadsheet programs. Using this feature, users can load and save arbitrary 

attributes on nodes, edges, and networks. 

 Interoperability: Cytoscape supports import/export standard file formats, so 

users can easily put Cytoscape into their workflow. For example, if we have a 

network data generated by igraph or Bioconductor, Cytoscape can load the file as 

a text table and we can export it in PSI-MI format for other bioinformatics tools 

or our own programs/scripts. 

 VizMapper: Network data display can be customized using Visual Styles. View a 

superposition of gene expression ratios and p-values on the network.   Expression 

data can be mapped to node color, label, border thickness, or border color, etc. 

according to user-configurable colors and visualization schemes. 

 Image export: Networks can be exported as images in PDF, EPS, SVG, PNG, 

JPEG, and BMP file formats. Vector images (PDF and EPS) can be modified by 

other application such as Adobe Illustrator for further enhancements. 

 Browsing: Users can zoom in/out and pan for browsing the network. The network 

manager allows users to easily organize multiple networks, and save the structure 

in a session file.  

 Filter: Users can filter the network to select subsets of nodes and/or interactions 

based on the current data.  For instance, users can select nodes involved in a 

threshold number of interactions, nodes that share a particular GO annotation, or 
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nodes whose gene expression levels change significantly in one or more 

conditions according to p-values loaded with the gene expression data.  

 Find Modules/Clusters: Users can find active sub-networks/pathway modules. 

The network is screened against gene expression data to identify connected sets of 

interactions, i.e. interaction sub-networks, whose genes show particularly high 

levels of differential expression.  The interactions contained in each sub-network 

provide hypotheses for the regulatory and signaling interactions in control of the 

observed expression changes. Find clusters (highly interconnected regions) in any 

network loaded into Cytoscape. 

 Plugin Manager: Plugins available for network and molecular profile analysis. 

Cytoscape is software written in Java and any one can write their own plugins for 

data analysis/import/visualization by writing Java code. Most existing plugins are 

also downloadable by clicking from Plugin Manager 

For further information on Cytoscape software, read the documents in the Cytoscape 

online home page available from http://www.cytoscape.org. 

 

2.3.3.2  Bubble Router Plugin   

The Bubble Router is a Cytoscape plugin tool that layouts a network incrementally 

and in a semi-automated way. It arranges specific nodes in user-drawn regions based on a 

selected attribute value. Starting with a network which users would like to organize based 

on node attributes, say cellular component GO terms, for example, users can draw a 

region on the canvas (while holding shift) and select an Attribute and a Value to associate 

with the region. All nodes with that value are automatically sent to and hierarchically 

arranged within the region. For instance, on a MD sub-network view, repeating the 

process for each cellular component, i.e., nucleus, cytoplasm, plasma membrane and 

extracellular region, creates a layered look all resembling a cell. For further information 

on the Bubble Router tool, visit http://www.genmapp.org/BubbleRouter/manual.htm. 
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2.3.4 Visualization of Functional Annotations and Pathways 

Genes often act together in the form of pathways to perform certain biological 

functions. Pathways often need to function in a coordinated fashion in order to produce 

appropriate physiological responses to both internal and external stimuli. Therefore, 

understanding the interaction between pathways is important for understanding the 

function of both cells and more complex systems. Visualizing the pathways and their 

interactions could be a very powerful way to understand the complex nature of biological 

systems [28]. We display the genes in our MD sub-networks that are interacting in the 

pathways associated with MD. To find out the functional annotations of a list of genes, or 

pathways, we can perform functional annotations analysis on them using pathway 

analysis and visualization tools such as INGENUITY and DAVID tools.   

2.3.4.1  IPA (INGENUITY Pathway Analysis) 

IPA is software that helps researchers understand complex 'omics data at multiple 

levels by integrating data from a variety of experimental platforms and providing insight 

into the molecular and chemical interactions, cellular phenotypes, and disease processes 

of biological system. Using IPA, researchers can get insight into the causes of observed 

gene expression changes and into the predicted downstream biological effects of those 

changes. The functional analysis of a network identifies the biological functions and 

diseases that are most significant to the genes in the network. The network genes 

associated with biological functions or diseases in the INGENUITY knowledge base are 

considered for the analysis. INGENUITY uses Fischer‘s exact test to calculate a p-value 

determining the probability that each biological function and/or disease assigned to that 

network is due to chance alone. For further information on IPA, visit 

http://www.ingenuity.com, or refer to the IPA Help Manual at 

http://www.ingenuity.com/library/index.html.  
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Figure 2.6  Overview of IPA (INGENUITY Pathway Analysis) 

 

2.3.4.2  DAVID Functional Annotation Tool 

 DAVID Functional Annotation tool is another useful pathway analysis and 

visualization tools and knowledge base providing a comprehensive set of functional 

annotation tools for investigators to understand biological meaning behind large list of 

genes. For any gene list, DAVID tools can identify enriched biological themes, GO 

Terms, and discover enriched functional-related gene groups, cluster redundant 

annotation terms, and more.  For further information on DAVID tools, visit 

http://david.abcc.ncifcrf.gov/home.jsp. 
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Figure 2.7  A screenshot of DAVID Functional Annotation Tool 

2.3.4.3   KEGG PATHWAY   

KEGG PATHWAY is a collection of manually drawn pathway maps representing 

THE knowledge on the molecular interaction and reaction networks for:  

 Global Map  

 Metabolism 

 Genetic Information Processing  

 Environmental Information Processing  

 Cellular Processes  

 Organismal Systems  

 Human Diseases 

 Structure relationships in Drug Development 

 

KEGG PATHWAY mapping is the process to map molecular datasets, especially 

large-scale datasets in genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics, and metabolomics, to the 

KEGG pathway maps for biological interpretation of higher-level systemic functions. For 

further information of KEGG PATHWAY, visit 

http://www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway.html.  

 

http://www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway.html#global
http://www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway.html#metabolism
http://www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway.html#genetic
http://www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway.html#environmental
http://www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway.html#cellular
http://www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway.html#organismal
http://www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway.html#disease
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Figure 2.8  A sample KEGG PATHWAY diagram 
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Chapter 3: Dimensionality Reduction of 
Muscular Dystrophy Expression Data by 
PPI and APC based Sub-network 
Construction 

 

This chapter discusses how we reduce the dimensionality of features in Muscular 

Dystrophy (MD) microarray data using the sub-networks we constructed by integrating 

biological knowledge into microarray gene expression profile for our study of MD 

diseases and the classification of MD subtypes. 

To construct biologically interpretable features and facilitate MD subtypes 

classification, we performed a novel integrative scheme utilizing PPI network, functional 

gene sets information, and mRNA profiling. The workflow of the our scheme includes 

three major steps: First, by combining protein–protein interaction network structure and 

gene co-expression relationship into new distance metric, we apply affinity propagation 

clustering to build gene sub-networks. Secondly, we further incorporate functional gene 

sets knowledge to complement the physical interaction information. Finally, based on 

constructed sub-network and gene set features, we apply multi-class support vector 

machine (MSVM) for MD subtype classification, and highlight the biomarkers 

contributing to the subtype prediction. The experimental results show that our scheme 

could construct sub-networks that are more relevant to MD than those constructed by 

conventional approach. Furthermore, our integrative strategy substantially improved the 

prediction accuracy, especially for those hard-to-classify subtypes [95, 96]. 

3.1 Background of Muscular Dystrophy Study 

The Muscular Dystrophy (MD) [29] is a group of inherited muscle disease 

characterized by progressive muscle wasting and weakness, consisting of several 

subtypes with different severity. Although most of related defect genes and proteins have 

been identified, there still lacks effective treatment as the disease pathways are not clearly 
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understood. The availability of advanced expression measurement provides the 

opportunity to elucidate disease markers involved in MD progression.  

Traditional disease biomarker discovery is usually performed by individual gene 

based classification approaches [30], which ignore the internal relationship among genes 

and face the curse-of-dimensionality problem [31]. Many computational efforts integrate 

biological knowledge to address those problems. For examples, several supervised 

approaches [32-34] identify phenotype-specific PPI sub-networks to reveal related 

genetic pathways or predict clinical outcomes. Functional gene set categorization was 

also combined with clinical information to classify disease samples [36]. However, 

conventional methods based on supervised learning could overlook important 

biomarkers, which mildly correlate with phenotype labels but have strong relevance with 

disease status.  

To address such drawbacks of conventional approaches and fully utilize available 

biological knowledge, we propose an integrative scheme utilizing protein-protein sub-

network and functional gene set information to construct biologically interpretable 

features for classification purpose. The work of the proposed scheme is shown in Figure 

2.1.1. Specifically, we devised affinity propagation clustering (APC) [36] to a sub-

network identification tool, incorporating both topological adjacency and expression 

similarity into the calculation of distance between genes. By doing so, we build the sub-

networks comprising genes with consistent activities in the local regions of PPI network. 

Our scheme was applied to the diagnose muscular dystrophy (MD) dataset with six 

different MD subtypes. Sub-networks built by our scheme captured multiple important 

pathways related to MD, which other approach could not. Besides physical interaction 

information from PPI, we also use functional gene set knowledge to build features as 

functional interactions among genes also play important roles in cellular system. Using 

both sub-network and functional gene-set derived features, we constructed the classifier 

to predict the MD subtypes in a biologically interpretable way, i.e., subtype specificities 

are reflected in the abnormal activities of differentially expressed sub-networks and 

functional gene sets. Moreover, the prediction accuracy was substantially improved, 

especially for some subtypes that are difficult to distinguish.  
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Figure 3.1  Workflow of the proposed integrative analysis scheme 

 

3.2 Sub-network Construction using PPI and APC 

3.2.1 PPI (Protein-Protein Interaction)  

Proteins collaborate with each other to perform various types of molecular functions 

and PPI network structure provides their potential interaction information. As the 

alternations of protein interactions could contribute to diseases, a better understanding of 

disrupted protein sub-networks is essential for the study of disease systems and 

biomarker discovery. However, there are some limitations in PPI information: First, 

current PPI measurements are quite noisy and every existing technique has its own 

limitations [37].  Second, PPI only provides static information and cannot reflect the 

dynamics of cellular system. Therefore, the incorporation of other data types such as gene 

expression is necessary to identify condition-specific sub-networks. Current 
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computational approaches using PPI information can be categorized into three types: The 

first type is to identify protein complexes, by extracting densely connected modules [34];  

the second type is to reveal condition specific gene modules utilizing both phenotype 

label information and expression data [32, 33]; the third type is to define gene modules 

through unsupervised clustering approach [38].  

Supervised learning is the common practice to discover the biomarkers that 

differentiate phenotypes. However, such approach is more focused on the disease 

outcomes, and may overlook the disease mechanisms. As shown in Figure 2.1.1, serious 

human diseases such as cancers are usually caused by genetic and environmental factors, 

through multiple intertwined biological functions.  If we focus only on clinical outcome 

differences, we may lose the important information about coherence of gene activities 

and their functional roles, which could potentially shed light on the causes, prevention 

and treatments of diseases. For example, in tumor progression, metabolic activities are 

the most differentiable signals associated with clinical outcome but provide little 

information for the understanding of disease. Another example can be found in our MD 

study, where the muscle degeneration activity can be used for diagnostic purpose but help 

little for finding treatments. Aiming to keep mildly differentiable but biologically 

informative sub-network biomarkers, we propose to construct sub-networks without 

using clinical label information directly, and will describe the details in following 

sections. Later, we will use classification to highlight MD subtype specific sub-networks.  

3.2.2 APC (Affinity Propagating Clustering) 

Affinity propagation is a new clustering algorithm developed by Frey et al (2007) 

that performs clustering by passing messages between data points. The algorithm takes as 

input measures of similarity between pairs of data points and simultaneously considers all 

data points as potential exemplars. Real-valued messages are exchanged between data 

points until a high-quality set of exemplars and corresponding clusters gradually emerges. 

Given a set of data points
 1, , NP p p

 and function ( , )S i j  calculating similarity between
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ip
and jp

, APC finds the mapping function g(.) maximizing the energy function gE

defined as: 



1 1

( , ( )) ( )
N N

g i i

i i

E S i g g
 

  p  

The second term in the function (1) represents a consistency constraint such that if 

ip is an exemplar for other data points it has to be its own exemplar [36]. 

 

 
(A) 

 

(B) 

Figure 3.2  Message passing of APC (A); iterations and convergence of message passing of APC (B) 

 

The energy function is optimized through message passing among different data 

points, and there are two types of messages, as shown in Figure 2.1.2: “availability”

( , )a i k  represents the accumulated evidence for kp to be selected as the exemplar for ip ; 
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“responsibility” ( , )r i k  tells that how suitable is 
kp  as the exemplar of 

ip . The values of 

the two messages are iteratively updated as following: 
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Once the algorithm is converged, the index of most appropriate exemplar for 
ip is 

determined by the following formula:   

 ( ) arg max{ ( , ) ( , ), 1... }i
k

g r i k a i k k N  p 

The message passing algorithm of APC involves pair-wise distance calculations, 

which can incur serious computational complexity if the number of data points N is large, 

thus hinder its application. That can explain why APC has been used for microarray 

sample grouping [39] but not for gene clustering.  But with PPI data, since the 

interactions between proteins are sparse even when the indirectly connected interactions 

are considered, the computation load of APC will be greatly reduced. 

In APC, every data point within one cluster can be “represented” by a common 

exemplar, which is also a data point. Such exemplar-member relationship resembles the 

gene module network, where a hub gene interacts with other genes within the same 

module. The hub gene can be a key regulator affecting or coordinating the activities of 

other genes. Such resemblance motivates us to devise APC to reveal gene modules by 

incorporating PPI into the gene-gene relevance calculations.  

Let  1 , ,
T

i i Lip pp  be the expression vector of i-th gene across L microarray 

samples and kip  is its gene expression level in k-th microarray sample. Then the 
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correlation coefficient ( , )i j p p between expression vectors of i-th and j-th genes is 

defined as following: 
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Here,
ip ,

jp ,
ip  and 

jp is the mean and the standard deviation of i-th and j-th 

expression vectors, respectively. If we only focus on the similarity of expression vectors 

regardless of up or down regulation of the genes, we can measure the relevance S(i, j) 

between the two genes i and j using the following formula:  



( , )
( , )

i j
S i j

d 




p p


Here, d can be any topological distance metric defined based on PPI network 

structure [14], and 


is the weight. In this paper, we adopted shortest distance to calculate 

d and set


=1. If one wishes to tell up- from down-regulated genes, the relevance in (8) 

can be modified as following: 

( , ) 1
( , )

2

i j
S i j

d 

 


p p
                       (9) 

 

In both (8) and (9), the relevance is bounded between 0 and 1, with 1 indicating the 

highest relevance and 0 the lowest. 

With its simplicity, general applicability and performance, APC approach is known 

to solve a variety of clustering problems with much lower error and in less amount of 

time than other clustering methods [39]. 

3.2.3 Significance analysis of generated sub-network 

Unlike conventional clustering methods, sub-networks learned by the proposed 

scheme can be statistically evaluated using significance analysis. Without label 
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information, it is infeasible to design significance analysis for traditional clustering, and 

the confidence of resulting clusters cannot be statistically evaluated. In contrast, our 

proposed scheme is semi-supervised by PPI information, therefore we can shuffle the PPI 

and gene corresponding relationship to assess the reliability of generated sub-networks. 

Let’s define some statistics to measure the compactness of one sub-network as 

following: 

1

1
( , )

1

M

e

i

c S i e
M 



                         (10)

 

Here, e is the exemplar gene index, M is the number of genes within the sub-

network, and S(i,e) measures the relevance between i-th gene and its hub (or, 

“exemplar”). Using randomly shuffled PPI information, we construct sub-networks and 

calculate their compactness.  A sufficiently large number of random shuffling is required 

to construct the Null distribution. Based on the Null distribution, we calculate the p-

value. Let 
 * *

1 , , Rc c
 be compactness measurements generated by R times of random 

shuffling, and then the empirical Null distribution 
( )RF t

 is defined as: 

*

1

number of elements 1
( ) { }

R

R r

r

t
F t c t

R R 


  1 

Here, { }A1  is the indication of event A. Based on the empirical Null distribution, we 

define the p-value of observed compactness measurement ec  as following: 

  - ( ) 1e R ep val c F c  



3.2.4  Feature constructions and classification 

For each identified sub-network, the network activity is defined as the average 

standardized expression level of its gene members. These sub-network activities will be 

calculated for each individual microarray sample and treated as the classification features. 
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Further, we collected 639 functional gene sets from the Molecular Signatures 

Database (MSigDB) (http://www.broadinstitute.org/gsea/msigdb/) to take the functional 

interactions between genes into account. For each gene set, we mapped gene symbols to 

probe set ids, and selected the sub-set of probe sets that have relatively large expression 

variation across all microarray samples. We define the activity of each new gene set by 

taking the average of the standardized expressions of all genes belong to the same set, 

just like we calculated the activity scores for our sub-networks.  Then, we define the 

activity of each gene set using the same technique we used to define the sub-network 

activities. 

For our study, we adopted t-test to rank differentially expressed sub-networks/gene 

sets, and measured the predicting power of the selected features based on the 

classification results generated by multiclass support vector machine (MSVM). For 

comparison purpose, we also analyzed the K-nearest-neighbor (KNN) classifying results. 

Leave one out cross validation (LOOCV) technique was used for prediction performance 

evaluation. 

3.3 Experimental Results 

3.3.1  Muscular dystrophy  

Before we explain the Muscular Dystrophy (MD) microarray gene expression data 

used in this study, we will briefly describe the clinical background of MD disease. 

Muscular Dystrophy refers to a group of more than 30 genetic muscle diseases 

characterized by progressive skeletal muscle weakness, defects in muscle proteins, and 

the death of muscle cells and tissue. The onset of some MD types is in infancy or 

childhood, while others in middle age or later. The disorders differ in terms of the 

distribution and extent of muscle weakness, rate of progression, and pattern of 

inheritance. Among all, Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy (DMD) is known as the most 

common and fatal form primarily affecting boys, while myotonic MD is the most 

common form affecting adults. Becker MD (BMD) is similar to DMD but the symptom is 

less severe. There are no known cure and no specific treatment for any form of MD, and 
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the goal of MD study is focusing on thorough understanding of MD and the development 

of techniques to diagnose, treat, prevent, and ultimately cure the disorder. In this paper, 

we will focus on computational analysis for six MD subtypes consisting DMD, BMD, 

DYS, FKRP, TITIN, and ALS (Table 3.1).  

Table 3.1 Six MD subtypes and control group in the MD dataset 

Class 

Index 
Types of Muscular Dystrophy # Samples 

1 CTRL (control)  6 

2 BMD - Becker muscular dystrophy 14 

3 DMD - Duchenne muscular dystrophy 17 

4 
DYS - Dysferlin deficiency; also known as limb-

girdle muscular dystrophy 2B (LGMD 2B) 
10 

5 FKRP - fukutin-related protein 9 

6 TITIN - a giant protein related to muscle disease 5 

7 
ALS - Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; also known as 

Lou Gehrig's disease 
7 

Total number of samples   68 

 

3.3.2 Dataset description 

We analyze a microarray dataset acquired by Children’s National Medical Center 

(CNMC). The data consists of 68 microarray samples based on Affymetrix U133-plus2 

platform.  The disease group consisted of 62 samples of six MD subtypes, and the control 

group consisted of six ‘normal’ samples. A brief summary of the dataset is given in Table 

2.1.1. PPI information is collected from the Human Protein Reference Database (HPRD) 

[40] containing manually curated physical interactions among proteins.   

3.3.3 Differentially expressed sub-networks and gene sets  

Applying our proposed scheme on the MD data, we constructed 122 sub-networks. 

For comparison purpose, we applied the software implementation of Chuang’s algorithm 

PinnacleZ (http://chianti.ucsd.edu/~slotia/pinnaclez/help.htm) on the same data which 

uses a phenotype label guided approach to construct the sub-networks. It only built 34 

sub-networks which is 28% of the 122 sub-networks built by our approach. In addition, 

the sizes of the individual sub-networks constructed by our approach are larger than those 
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constructed by PinnacleZ method. 41 (34%) APC identified sub-networks have six to ten 

genes and 46 (37%) have eleven or more. But 79% of PinnacleZ based sub-networks 

have six to ten genes, and none has more than ten genes. The summary of comparison is 

given in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2  Comparison of the network sizes identified by our MD sub-network and the PinnaZle method 

Methods 
Number of Genes in Sub-networks 

2 ~ 5 6 ~10 >= 11 Total 

PinnacleZ 7 (21%) 27 (79%) 0 (0%) 34(100%) 

APC 35 (29%) 41 (34%) 46 (37%) 122 (100%) 

 

More importantly, APC identified sub-networks reveal more biological relevance to 

MD diseases by capturing eight MD related pathways, while PinnacleZ identified sub-

networks captured only three pathways with relatively lower statistical significance.  

Particularly, three most statistically significant pathways captured by APC namely Cell 

adhesion molecules, ECE-receptor interaction, and Hematopoietic cell lineage are not 

included in PinnacleZ identified sub-networks. Table 3.3 demonstrates the KEGG 

pathway term, the number of genes, and the p-value for each MD related pathway 

captured by APC identified sub-networks (A), and PinnacleZ identified sub-networks 

(B). 

Table 3.3  MD associated pathways captured by the APC identified sub-networks (A); PinnacleZ 

indentified sub-networks (B) 

(A) 

MD Related Pathways Captured by APC Sub-networks 

KEGG Pathway Term # of genes / p-value 

Cell adhesion molecules (CAMs) 24 / 9.15E-06 

ECM-receptor interaction 17 / 4.88E-04 

Hematopoietic cell lineage 16 / 9.51E-04 

Focal adhesion 25 / 1.89E-03 

Fc epsilon RI signaling pathway 14 / 1.90E-03 

Natural killer cell mediated cytotoxicity 19 / 2.23E-03 

B cell receptor signaling pathway 12 / 8.60E-03 

Leukocyte transendothelial migration 16 / 1.50E-02 

 

(B) 

MD Related Pathways Captured by PinnacleZ Sub-networks 
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KEGG Pathway Term # of genes / p-value 

Dentatorubropallidoluysian atrophy 5 / 1.77E-02 

Calcium signaling pathway 13 / 3.14E-02 

Leukocyte transendothelial migration 19 / 3.32E-02 

 

 

Table 3.4 demonstrates the results of biological process enrichment analysis 

performed on the APC identified sub-networks (A) and the PinnacleZ identified sub-

networks (B). 

 

Table 3.4  GO (gene ontology) Terms captured by the APC identified sub-networks (A), and the PinnacleZ 

identified sub-networks (B) 

(A) 

Enriched Biological Processes for APC identified Sub-networks 

GO ID    | Biological Process # of genes / p-value 

0022610 | biological adhesion 72 / 1.32E-13 

0007155 | cell adhesion 72 / 1.32E-13 

0032502 | developmental process 173 / 1.81E-11 

0048856 | anatomical structure development 125 / 9.91E-10 

0048518 | positive regulation of biological process 79 / 3.03E-09 

0009605 | response to external stimulus 56 / 4.82E-09 

0006952 | defense response 52 / 5.72E-09 

0009611 | response to wounding 44 / 6.16E-09 

0007049 | cell cycle 68 / 6.53E-09 

0002253 | activation of immune response 18 / 8.13E-09 

 

 

(B) 

Enriched Biological Processes for PinnacleZ identified Sub-networks 

GO ID     | Biological Process # of genes / p-value 

0065007 | biological regulation 106 / 1.54E-08 

0050789 | regulation of biological process 96 / 4.41E-07 

0032502 | developmental process 75 / 5.60E-07 

0007242 | intracellular signaling cascade 46 / 1.25E-06 

0050790 | regulation of catalytic activity 25 / 1.85E-06 

0007165 | signal transduction 79 / 3.01E-06 

0030154 | cell differentiation 50 / 3.29E-06 

0048869 | cellular developmental process 50 / 3.29E-06 

0016043 | cellular component organization and biogenesis 64 / 3.34E-06 

0016265 | death 32 / 3.62E-06 
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After performing expression variance based gene filtering, we constructed 558 gene 

set features out of the 639 functional gene sets from MSigDB.  

3.4 Evaluation of Prediction Performance 

As summarized in Table 3.5, the average prediction accuracy of MSVM based on 

selected sub-network features is 68%. It is striking to observe a huge contrast between the 

100% accuracy for DMD and the 1% accuracy for TITIN. Such a large difference could 

be explained by several reasons including: (1) Clinically, DMD is the most rapidly-

worsening MD subtype accompanied by highly varied expression profiling, and thus 

serves as the easiest diagnostic case; (2) The number of DMD samples is much larger 

than that of TITIN, and consequently the training of classifier is biased towards DMD;  

(3) PPI sub-network based prediction only incorporates physical interaction information, 

and thus it may not be sufficient to describe the subtype differences by using PPI alone.  

Table 3.5  Prediction accuracy measured by MSVM classifier for six subtypes and control on the selected 

sub-networks and Gene Sets combined 

MD 

Subtypes 

Prediction Accuracy Rates 

Sub-

network  

Features 

Combined 

Features 

Prediction 

Improvement 

CTRL 52% 76% 24% 

BMD 68% 90% 22% 

DMD 100% 99% -1% 

DYS 61% 91% 30% 

FKRP 35% 70% 35% 

TITIN 1% 42% 41% 

ALS 86% 97% 11% 

Average 68% 86% 18% 

 

As functional interaction could also play vital roles in the onset and the progression 

of MD diseases, we further added functional gene set features into our prediction 

analysis. Surprisingly, the results show that the accuracy for TITIN was dramatically 

improved from 1% to 42%, and the accuracies for DYS, and FKRP were also improved 

by 30% or more. Notice that the prediction accuracy of MSVM classification results on 

selected sub-network features is only 72% at best, while the accuracy on combined 
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features is mostly higher than 72% and increases up to 90%. The fact that prediction 

accuracy is dramatically improved when functional gene set features are added may 

suggest that the functional interactions play essential roles in some MD subtypes such as 

DYS, FKRP and TITIN. 

  We performed KNN classification on our MD microarray data using three different 

numbers of neighbors ( k =1, 2, 3). The results for different k values are very similar, and 

so we will present only the result of k =2 case. As we can observe in the Figure 3.3 (A) 

and (B), the prediction performance of the Decision Tree (DT) is the worst, while that of 

the MSVM is the best among the three. The poor performance of the Decision Tree can 

be partly explained by its complexity in training a tree structure. It also suggests that even 

though certain MD subtypes may exhibit hierarchical relationship, it is still very risky to 

use classification only scheme to discover such relationship, since the number of samples 

in microarray data is usually too small to fully support such relationship, and thus 

additional clinical information may be needed to resolve such limitation.  

 

(A) 
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(B) 

 

Figure 3.3 Prediction accuracy of 80 selected sub-network features (A), and sub-network and gene set 

combined features (B), of MSVM, KNN (k=2), and DT classifiers 

 

  In summary, analysis of genetic data should be done within a biological context for 

a full understanding of complex disease mechanisms.  However, commonly used single 

gene based machine learning approaches are unable to uncover the full pictures of 

complex cellular system. Recently, researchers struggle to integrate various types of 

biological knowledge, including literature text-mining results, physical interaction 

measurements, functional gene categorization, and etc. Our proposed approach 

incorporates both physical and functional interaction knowledge to diagnose different 

Muscular Dystrophy sub-types. We showed the improvement in the prediction results for 

the selected features constructed using both knowledge sources. Moreover, we 

highlighted potential sub-network/gene-set biomarkers through feature selection and 

classification procedures.  

Clinically, DMD is the most severe MD sub-type characterized by rapid progression 

of muscle degeneration (Emery, 2002), and its expression profiles highly vary. Therefore, 

it is relatively easy for classifiers to differentiate DMD from other sub-types. However, it 

makes difficult to classify some less severe sub-types with lower expression variations, 
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such as TITIN and FKRP. In addition, since all MD sub-types share the common 

biological processes such as immune response, apoptosis and cell cycle responding to 

muscle loss, it is even harder to identify sub-type specific biomarkers. Due to such 

difficulties, supervised approaches can be biased by dominant expression signals from 

DMD samples, and fail to capture the gene expression signatures of other weakly 

distinguishable MD sub-types. In an effort to address such problem, we proposed semi-

supervised approach, which builds more biologically interpretable features than 

conventional clinical label guided approaches (Chuang, et al., 2007). As the discovery of 

new MD biomarkers could contribute to reveal disruption of genetic pathways in MD 

diseases (Bakay, et al., 2006), our identified sub-network and gene set features may also 

imply disrupted interactions in related sub-types and provide clues for biological study. 

As an extension to the proposed computational analysis, we will continue to carry out 

comparative study on normal muscle recovery experiments (Wang, et al., 2008) for a 

better understanding of the failed muscle regeneration processes in MD.   

Now, based on the efficiency of our integrative scheme that extracts MD associated 

molecular features from MD expression data for potential MD biomarker identification, 

one can ask if the same integrative scheme can be generally applied to the other disease 

expression data. The answer would be yes and no. The integrative scheme we developed 

to address the DMD subtype dominancy problem in classifying several MD subtypes may 

not be applied to the breast cancer subtype classification with the same efficiency, for 

instance, since breast cancers do not have such dominancy problem of one subtype over 

all other subtypes in the expression data. Generally speaking, depending on the 

specificity and the complexity of the disease expression data for which an analysis 

method/scheme is developed, the degree of the applicability of the method/scheme to the 

other data can be generalized or individualized.  

In our future research, other biological knowledge such as Protein-DNA interaction 

network structure would also be incorporated into our computational analysis for a deeper 

understanding of MD diseases. However, biological knowledge contains errors and 

noises, since it is collected from different sources, such as biological experiments, 

automatic text-mining results, and manually curated annotations. Therefore, it is essential 
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to carefully examine the reliability/specificity of biological knowledge prior to its use and 

evaluate its impacts on computational analysis (Wang, et al., 2008). The limitation of 

existing biological knowledge poses a challenge for computation approaches to discover 

the essential biomarkers. Therefore, computational approaches should try to utilize 

further available biological knowledge while minimizing adverse impact of the biological 

knowledge due to its incompleteness. In another word, computational approaches that 

utilize but not restricted by biological knowledge are more desirable (Wang, et al., 2010). 

In chapter 5, we visualize some of those positional sub-networks for further refinement of 

feature selection on MD data.  
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Chapter 4: Enhancing Feature Selection 
Using Weight for Pathway Analysis  

 

Pathway refers to a group of genes functioning together to perform a particular 

biological function. Conventionally, pathway based analysis assumes that genes 

(features) within a pathway equally contribute to a biological function, thus assigning 

uniform weight to all genes. However, this assumption is proved incorrect [16], and 

applying uniform weight in the pathway analysis may not be an appropriate approach for 

the tasks like molecular classification of diseases, since genes in a pathway may have 

different predicting or classifying power. Hence, we proposed to use different weights to 

genes in pathway based analysis, and present four weighting schemes. We demonstrated 

our approach using the two existing pathway analysis methods such as Global test and the 

Random forest on microarray data of type II diabetes and canine lesion. Among all 

proposed weighting schemes, random weighting scheme, which generates random 

weights and selects optimal weights minimizing an objective function, performed best in 

terms of P-value or error rate reduction. Weighting genes in the pathways changed the 

pathway scoring and ranking, and identified some new interesting pathways, leading to 

the detection of disease-related genes that were missed under uniform weight [97, 98]. 

4.1 Selection of Significant Pathways 

With the advent of microarray technology in the field of biomedical research [42- 

47], numerous statistical methods [48, 49] were proposed to analyze microarray gene 

expression data. But most are single gene based and do not consider the interacting 

relationships or dependencies among genes in a functional group. In single gene based 

analysis, most subtly but coordinated differentially expressed genes, are often not 

identified as significant, and usually dropped by a strict cutoff threshold feature selection 

[50, 51]. In contrast, pathway based analysis considers a set of biologically related genes 

and help detect subtle changes in gene expression with the help of a joint effort by genes 

[43, 44, 51, 52]. Many researchers discussed the advantages of pathway based analysis. 
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Subramanian for instance, considered an enrichment-based approach using various 

Kolmogorove-Smirnov statistics [43]; Curtis gave a good review of computational 

approaches proposed for pathway based analysis [44]; Goeman proposed the Global test 

based on a generalized linear model [51]; Pang described the random forest based 

pathway analysis [52]; Harris considered gene grouping based on gene ontology [53]; and 

Misman et al. provide a good reviews on those [54].  

A biological pathway is a series of actions among molecules in a cell that leads to a 

certain product or a change in a cell. Such a pathway can trigger the assembly of new 

molecules, such as a fat or protein. Pathways can also turn genes on and off, or spur a cell 

to move [55]. Biological pathways help researchers learn a lot about human disease, since 

identifying genes, proteins and other molecules involved in a biological pathway can 

provide clues about what goes wrong when a disease strikes. Researchers may compare 

certain biological pathways in a healthy person to the same pathways in a person with a 

disease to discover the roots of the disorder. Using pathways extensively allows a quick 

overview of expression results in relation to biological mechanisms, facilitating the 

understanding of gene, protein and metabolite interactions at higher levels. Over the past 

decade, researchers have discovered many important biological pathways through 

laboratory studies of cultured cells and various organisms, and they are stored in public 

domain biological pathway databases [55]. Biological pathways have been also curated 

manually combining three content sources: public domain databases, literature and 

experts [56].  

Pathway analysis aims to define the meaning of biological processes by identifying 

significant pathways through statistical evaluations. Pathways are scored in statistical 

evaluations based on activity, co-regulation and cascade effects in pathways as measured 

by the gene expression levels from the microarray experimental data. This score will 

higher rank those pathways in which more genes are over-expressed or under-expressed 

with reference to reference state [57]. Ranking pathways relevant to a particular 

biological process or disease is useful, since it allows researchers to focus on a smaller 

number of pathways for further study of the biological process or disease of interest. 

Most pathway analysis tools and methods, however, are assuming that all genes in a 
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pathway are equally contributing to a biological process, and thus assigning uniform 

weight. But this assumption has been proved incorrect [16], because some genes may 

have higher relevancies to a particular biological process and those genes presumably 

have higher predicting or classifying power than the others. One issue in the pathway 

analysis is the quality of pathways since biological pathway databases are not 

comprehensive and the biological pathway content varies greatly in quality and in 

completeness among the tools and databases [56]. Pathway data taken from public 

databases and open literatures may include non-relevant genes and/or exclude relevant 

genes [58].   

Intuitively, such incomplete pathway databases and different degrees of relevance of 

genes in a pathway to a biological process lead us to reason that applying uniform weight 

to all genes in pathway analysis may generate less accurate results for carrying out the 

tasks like molecular classification of diseases. Some researchers made efforts to minimize 

the misspecifications by defining signature genes to represent pathway behaviors, and/or 

refining pathways to adapt to specific conditions by removing unaltered genes from the 

dataset [16, 59, 60, 61]. Others tried to improve the functional interpretation of gene 

groups by including additional information associated with the group [62]. Joining such 

efforts to improve the pathway analysis tools and approaches, we propose to apply non-

uniform weighting scheme, which applies different weights to the genes in a pathway 

based on the relevancies of genes to a related biological process or disease. 

To investigate the impact of using weighting schemes in pathway based analysis, we 

devise four different weighting schemes and incorporate them into the existing pathway 

analysis methods, such as the Global test [51] and the Random forest [52, 63, 64, 65]. 

Our schemes essentially apply larger weights to more differentially expressed genes 

between different sample groups (i.e., normal vs. tumor samples) so those genes impact 

more on the final results of analysis. The four weighting schemes we introduce in this 

paper are as follows. The first weighting scheme is based on the absolute value of two 

sample t-statistics denoted as absT. The second one is based on the Q test statistics of the 

Global test denoted as Qdiff. The third and the fourth ones are based on a computational 

approach, which assigns weights randomly to genes, and selects optimal weights 
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minimizing an objective function. The third scheme called RWV (Random Weight 

Vector) is to assign m weights for m genes, in which all samples of a gene are assigned 

the same weight. The fourth one called RWM (Random Weight Matrix) is to assign a 

matrix of weights for a pathway of                     , in which samples of a 

gene are assigned different weights. 

First, we performed our experiments using the type II diabetes dataset obtained from 

Mootha et al. (2003) [66], and the canine lesion dataset from Enerson et al. (2006) [67]. 

We also used simulated datasets to gain an in-depth understanding of weighting effects in 

a controlled way. In our experiments, we apply each weighting scheme onto the datasets 

and select top 20 or 33 significant pathways. We evaluate the performance of our 

weighting schemes by comparing the P-values of the pathways selected using each 

scheme with those selected using uniform weighting. We observe that when our weights 

are applied, the scoring of the pathways are changed and some pathways originally in 

lower ranks are elevated to higher ranks, hence, contributing to improved prediction 

rates. According to the previous studies [66, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72], several significant 

pathways identified by our weighting schemes are bio-physiologically associated with 

related diseases. And then, we performed the weighted pathway analysis on our MD sub-

network datasets using the absT and the Qdiff schemes, the two weighting schemes we 

selected based on the efficiency. We used a couple of best performing features (MD sub-

networks) selected by our weighted pathway analysis for the visualization of MD sub-

networks in Chapter 5. 

4.2 Proposed Weighting Schemes  

We considered four non-uniform weight schemes, which intend to generate the 

weight for each gene in a pathway, based on its degree of differential expression between 

the different phenotypes. In this section, we describe the rationale behind each weighting 

scheme, generation, and assignment of non-uniform weights for genes in a pathway. 
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4.2.1 absT: based on two sample t-test statistic |T| 

The two sample t-test statistic is a widely used to determine if the means of two 

populations are equal [73]. To measure how differentially a gene is expressed between 

two different groups (i.e., normal vs. disease), we calculate the two sample t-test statistic 

of the gene and take the absolute value of it, and denote it as |T|. The absT scheme 

determines the weight of each gene in a pathway using the |T| value of each gene divided 

by the sum of all |T| values of all genes in the pathway. Mathematically, the weight for 

the jth gene ( )

T

jW
 is expressed in the following formula:  

 

 

 

With this scheme, the most differentially expressed gene will have the largest |T| 

value, and get the largest weight. The rationale is based on the hypothesis that more 

differentially expressed genes have higher relevancy to the disease or the phenotype of 

interest [74]. 

4.2.2 Qdiff: based on the test statistic Q of the Global test 

The test statistics Q of the Global test is a test to find whether samples with similar 

gene expressions also have similar outcomes. If the covariance structure of the gene 

expressions between two sample groups resembles the covariance structure of their 

outcomes, the Q statistics is large. The proposed Qdiff weighting scheme uses the Q 

statistics of a pathway to construct the weights for genes in the pathway. The idea is 

based on our hypothesis that if excluding one gene from a pathway results in a large 

difference in the original test statistics Q, the excluded gene may have a strong relevancy 

to the related disease or phenotype. To determine the weight for the jth gene in a pathway 

containing m genes, the scheme uses the following formula:  
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Here, Q is the test statistics of the pathway including all m genes, and )( jQ   is the test 

statistics of the same pathway but excluding the jth gene. The weight of the jth gene is 

determined by the difference of these two test statistics Q and 
)( jQ 
, divided by the sum 

of all such differences calculated for all m genes in the pathway [74].  

4.2.3 RWV: based on random weight vectors generated by a 

computational approach 

The computational RWV (Random Weight Vector) scheme assigns m random 

weights to m genes in a pathway and identifies the optimal m weights vector minimizing 

the P-value of the pathway. It uses the following pseudo-code algorithm to obtain the 

optimal m weights vector for each pathway:  

Step 1.  Run the Global test on the original gene expression of a pathway and 

obtain the P-value for the pathway. Initialize this P-value as minP and 

the uniform weight vector as optW. 

Step 2.  for i=1:COUNT 

Step 2.1 Generate a set of m random values in the pre-defined range  

(i.e., 0.1 <= range <= 1.0 ) 

Step 2.2  Pick m values randomly from the set of m random values 

constructed in Step 2.1, allowing replacements. 

Step 2.3  Multiply each gene expression ],...,,[ ,2,1, njjjj XXXX 
 
with the 

corresponding weight 
jw         This process constructs a 

weighted gene expression matrix wX  for the pathway: 
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Step 2.4  Run the Global test on the weighted gene expression matrix wX  

of the pathway and obtain P-value 

Step 2.5  If the P-value of the weighted gene expression matrix wX

obtained in Step 2.4 is smaller than the current minP, update the 

minP with this P-value, and update the optimal weight vector 

optW with the new ],...,,[ 21 mwwww   constructed in Step 2.2  

End (for loop) 

Of course, the larger number of iteration increases the quality of the solution, but at 

the cost of higher computation time. We should also note that this weighting scheme 

assigns the weight to each gene across all samples as absT and Qdiff schemes do.  

4.2.4 RWM: based on random weight matrices generated by a 

computational approach 

In contrast to the three schemes assigning same weight across all samples for a gene, 

RWM (Random Weight Matrix) scheme assigns different weights to all samples for a 

gene. Essentially, RWM scheme uses the same algorithm of RWV scheme except that it 

generates mn  random values instead of m random values, for the n samples in the 

pathway of m genes. The mn  random values in the pre-defined range are multiplied to 

the mn  gene expression data. Among all sets of random weights it applied, the scheme 

selects an optimal set of weights that minimizes the P-value in the Global test, or the 

OOB error rate in the Random forest for the pathway. The weighted gene expression 

matrix wX  of a pathway is expressed in the following matrix: 
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4.3 Experimental Results 

We applied each proposed weighting scheme on each dataset in the Global test, and 

ranked the pathways in the increasing order of P-values obtained from the Global test. 

From the ordered list of pathways for each output set, we selected the top 20 pathways 

for our analysis. In the Random forest case, we only applied RWM scheme, since the 

other three proposed schemes apply the same weight across all samples for genes, and 

that does not change the outcome of the out-of-bag error calculations for the genes by the 

Random forest algorithm. For the random forest application results, we selected top 33 

pathways instead of 20, in the increasing order of OOB error rates, to include the multiple 

pathways tied in some ranks within the 20th.   Ranking pathways is important in the 

pathway analysis because it enables researchers to focus on a small number of pathways, 

which are estimated statistically significant in terms of the relationship to the disease or 

phenotype of interest. In this paper, we focus on the top 20 or 33 selected pathways 

groups for each weighting scheme for the performance analysis of the proposed schemes 

and the comparison of them to the performance of uniform weight. 

For the greed search for the optimal set of weights in the applications of RWV and 

RWM schemes, we used 25,000 iterations, since our experiments on the type II diabetes 

dataset in the Global test showed no meaningful decrease in the P-values, for the 

iterations of 20,000 or greater. The average P-values of the type II diabetes pathways 

corresponding to different number of iterations for running RWM scheme in the Global 

test are displayed in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1  Average p-value of all Type II diabetes pathways for each number of iterations for RWM in 

Global test 

 

4.3.1  Dataset Descriptions 

A. Real datasets. The first real dataset we used for our study is the well-known type 

II diabetes microarray gene expression dataset obtained from Mootha (2003) [66], 

consisting of 278 pathways for 13,842 genes, sampled from 26 people with type II 

diabetes and 17 without. The pathways were obtained from KEGG pathway database 

(http://www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway.html), and the curate pathways were constructed 

from known biological experiments performed by Mootha et al. Another real dataset we 

used is the canine lesion dataset obtained from Enerson (2006) [67], consisting of 441 

pathways for 6,592 genes, sampled from 12 dogs with lesion and 17 without. The canine 

lesion dataset was generated from the investigative toxicology studies designed to 

identify the molecular pathogenesis of a drug-induced vascular injury in coronary arteries 

of dogs, which were treated with adenosine receptor agonist CI-947. The canine genes 

were mapped to human orthologs, and the human orthologs for dogs were generated by 

matching the genes sequence using BLASTx [52, 67].  

B. Simulated datasets. To study the weighting effect with more control, we created 

two simulated datasets using the simulator function available in the boost R package, 

which allows a simulated data to retain the same mean and the same correlation structure 

of the original pathway data [52, 75]. As the basis of our simulations, we selected two 

real pathways containing more than 20 genes and generating high P-value in the Global 
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test or high OOB error rate in the Random forest under uniform weight, to manifest the 

weighting effect more clearly. One pathway is “MAP00480_Glutathione_metabolism,” 

ID 164 from the type II diabetes dataset, containing 26 genes, ranked in the 277
th

 with P-

value 0.95 in the Global test.  Another pathway is “Eicosenoid Metabolism,” ID 441 from 

the canine lesion dataset, containing 21 genes, ranked in the 421
st
 with out-of-bag (OOB) 

error rate 0.48% in the Random forest. For both cases, we used the multivariate normal 

distribution to create the simulated pathway data for sample size of 30, 50, and 100, with 

normal and disease group assigned with even number of samples. 

4.4 Application Results in Global test 

4.4.1 Reduction of Global test P-values 

A. Type 2 diabetes dataset.  The pathway identification numbers (PID) of the type II 

diabetes pathways in all top 20 groups are displayed in Table 4.1. While the average P-

value of the 20 pathways under uniform weight is 0.0612, it is much smaller under the 

proposed weighting schemes. In terms of the P-value reduction, RWM performed best 

(with the average P-value of 0.0001), followed by absT (0.0007), Qdiff (0.0027), and 

RWV (0.0044). The amounts of reduction are ranged from 0.0611 for RWM to 0.0568 for 

RWV. As another metric to examine the impact of our weighting schemes, we counted the 

total number of pathways having P-value less than 0.05.  Among all 278 pathways in the 

dataset, RWM yields the largest number (=264) of pathways with P-values less than 0.05, 

followed by absT (with 142), Qdiff (with 74), RWV (with 66), and uniform weight (with 

8). Those results reveal that our schemes effectively reduce the P-values of the pathways 

compared to the uniform weight. The statistics of the P-value distributions for all 20 

pathways groups are shown in the box-plots in Figure 2.2.2. In terms of the P-value 

distribution statistics, RWM is the best followed by absT, and uniform weight is the 

worst. The dispersion of P-values for uniform weight is widest among all with largest 

number of outliers. 
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Figure 4.2 p-value distributions for the top 20 type II diabetes pathways selected by each weighting scheme 

in the Global test 

 

Table 4.1  Top 20 type II diabetes pathways selected in the Global test under each weight  (PID stands for  

pathway identification number) 

Weighting 

Schemes 

 Ranks 

 

Uniform absT Qdiff
 

RWV RWM 

PID P-value PID P-value PID P-value PID P-value PID P-value 

1 158 0.0098 40 0.0002 140 0.0004 140 0.0003 195 0.0000 

2 264 0.0114 140 0.0003 57 0.0008 92 0.0006 172 0.0000 

3 140 0.0218 13 0.0003 41 0.0015 139 0.0009 127 0.0001 

4 4 0.0331 37 0.0004 4 0.0017 4 0.0011 2 0.0001 

5 228 0.0431 57 0.0005 264 0.0018 264 0.0015 76 0.0001 

6 168 0.0474 44 0.0006 158 0.0018 158 0.0015 235 0.0001 

7 73 0.0503 92 0.0006 20 0.0018 157 0.0022 199 0.0001 

8 139 0.0509 278 0.0006 157 0.0018 20 0.0024 198 0.0001 

9 204 0.0555 66 0.0007 193 0.0018 228 0.0028 261 0.0001 

10 92 0.0618 56 0.0007 26 0.0019 203 0.0035 277 0.0001 

11 162 0.0625 51 0.0007 92 0.0027 26 0.0048 158 0.0001 

12 203 0.0746 109 0.0007 232 0.0035 17 0.0049 80 0.0001 

13 229 0.0784 139 0.0008 37 0.0036 193 0.0064 263 0.0001 

14 201 0.0817 104 0.0009 58 0.0040 73 0.0066 19 0.0001 

15 120 0.0823 4 0.0010 59 0.0040 208 0.0069 165 0.0001 

16 76 0.0831 217 0.0010 60 0.0040 8 0.0073 42 0.0001 

17 128 0.0847 110 0.0010 61 0.0040 79 0.0077 144 0.0001 

18 274 0.0937 43 0.0010 62 0.0040 16 0.0078 162 0.0001 

19 247 0.0968 36 0.0011 63 0.0040 252 0.0090 258 0.0001 

20 22 0.1015 228 0.0011 139 0.0049 173 0.0093 1 0.0001 

Total P-values   1.2244     0.0142   0.0540   0.0875   0.0018 

Average P-value   0.0612     0.0007   0.0027   0.0044   0.0001 
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B. Canine lesion dataset. According to the pathway analysis performed by Pang et 

al., the canine lesion dataset has a relatively large number of differentially expressed 

genes [52]. We were interested in the performance of the proposed weighting schemes for 

such a dataset. The 20 pathways groups for all weighting schemes are displayed in Table 

4.2. The average P-value of the 20 pathways for uniform weight is 0.00015, but it is also 

smaller for our weighting schemes. In terms of the P-value reduction, the best performing 

scheme is RWM (with average P-value of 0.00001), followed by absT (0.00002), RWV 

(0.00002), and Qdiff (0.00012). The reduction amounts are ranged from 0.00014 for 

RWM to 0.00003 for Qdiff. Compared to the type II diabetes pathways results, the 

reduction amount for the canine pathways are smaller. Such result is not unexpected, 

since the canine lesion dataset is known to have more differentially expressed genes, and 

may leave smaller room to improve. Among all 441 pathways in the dataset, RWM has 

the largest number (=431) of pathways having P-value less than 0.05, followed by absT 

(with 405), RWV (with 388), uniform weight (with 204) and Qdiff (with 170). Our 

weighting schemes except Qdiff, double the number of pathways with P-values less than 

0.05. It is rather interesting that Qdiff improves the P-values of the 20 pathways over the 

uniform weight, but decreases the number of total pathways with P-values less than 0.05. 

The statistics of the P-value distributions for all 20 pathways groups are shown in the 

box-plots in Figure 4.3. In terms of P-value distribution statistics, RWM and RWV are 

best followed by absT, and uniform weight and Qdiff are worst. The P-value distributions 

for RWM and RWV are similar, but RWM is better in terms of outliers. 
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Figure 4.3 p-value distributions for the canine pathways selected by each weight in the Global test 

 

Table 4.2  Tip 20 canine pathways selected in the Global test under each weight scheme (PID stands for 

pathway identification number) 

           Weighting   

                Schemes 

Ranks 

Uniform  absT  Qdiff
 

RWV  RWM 

PID P-value PID P-value PID P-value PID P-value PID P-value 

1 117 0.00003 151 0.00000 368 0.00003 17 0.00000 39 0.00000 

2 39 0.00004 391 0.00000 39 0.00004 391 0.00000 40 0.00000 

3 394 0.00004 326 0.00001 217 0.00006 368 0.00001 223 0.00001 

4 217 0.00007 360 0.00001 394 0.00007 117 0.00001 160 0.00001 

5 304 0.00007 73 0.00001 73 0.00007 151 0.00001 295 0.00001 

6 183 0.00008 117 0.00002 304 0.00007 202 0.00001 304 0.00001 

7 40 0.00009 39 0.00002 247 0.00007 39 0.00001 283 0.00001 

8 440 0.00009 156 0.00002 40 0.00008 175 0.00001 217 0.00001 

9 159 0.00011 133 0.00002 440 0.00008 210 0.00002 387 0.00001 

10 17 0.00015 217 0.00002 117 0.00010 247 0.00002 64 0.00001 

11 151 0.00017 94 0.00002 183 0.00010 394 0.00002 421 0.00001 

12 45 0.00017 375 0.00002 157 0.00010 239 0.00002 135 0.00002 

13 391 0.00017 40 0.00002 64 0.00011 45 0.00002 129 0.00002 

14 368 0.00018 261 0.00002 159 0.00015 100 0.00002 374 0.00002 

15 192 0.00018 192 0.00002 45 0.00018 310 0.00002 165 0.00002 

16 261 0.00019 154 0.00002 261 0.00020 326 0.00002 183 0.00002 

17 87 0.00025 157 0.00003 151 0.00020 304 0.00003 265 0.00002 

18 422 0.00028 420 0.00003 391 0.00020 281 0.00003 20 0.00002 

19 223 0.00032 320 0.00003 17 0.00020 360 0.00003 397 0.00002 

20 354 0.00039 422 0.00003 192 0.00025 336 0.00003 17 0.00002 

Total P-values   0.00307   0.00037   0.00236   0.00034   0.00027 

Average P-value   0.00015   0.00002   0.00012   0.00002   0.00001 
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C. Simulated datasets.  Upon our observation that RWM performs best in terms of 

P-value reduction, we applied RWM scheme on our simulated data, to study the P-value 

reduction in a more controlled environment. The P-values of all simulated pathway data 

under uniform weigh and RWM scheme are given in Table 4.3. In the simulation case 1, 

the P-values of the simulated pathways with 26 genes for 30, 50, and 100 samples were 

0.2246, 0.2155, and 0.2573 respectively under uniform weight (Table 4.3 (A)), but 

reduced to 0.0014, 0.0007, and 0.0002 respectively,  under RWM scheme (Table 4.3 (B)). 

In the simulation case 2, the P-values of the simulated pathways with 21 genes for 30 and 

50 samples were 0.0289 and 0.0004 under uniform weight, but 0.0002 and 0.0001 

respectively under RWM scheme. However, for the sample size 100 data, the P-value was 

zero under uniform weight, and no further improvement was by the RWM.  

 

Table 4.3  Global test result on simulated datasets using RWM and uniform weight (A). Simulation case 1 

using covariance structure and mean of the Pathway ID 64 from type II diabetes  and the Simulation case 2 

using covariance structure and the mean of the Pathway ID 441 from canine lesion dataset 

(A) Simulation Case 1 

# 

Samples 

# 

Genes 

# 

Tested 

Statistic-Q Expected-

Q 

sd-of-Q P-values 

Unif RWM Unif RWM Unif RWM 

30 26 26 13.51 27.68 10 7.64 3.96 0.2246 0.0014 

50 26 26 13.42 27.49 10 6.59 3.61 0.2155 0.0007 

100 26 26 12.33 27.44 10 6.60 3.25 0.2573 0.0002 

 

(B) Simulation Case 2 

# 

Samples 

# 

Genes 

# 

Tested 

Statistic-Q Expected-

Q 

sd-of-Q P-values 

Unif RWM Unif RWM Unif RWM 

30 21 21 34.60 46.51 10 9.46 5.57 0.0289 0.0002 

50 21 21 66.41 56.91 10 7.94 5.87 0.0004 0.0001 

100 21 21 97.11 70.69 10 8.03 5.42 0.0000 0.0000 

 

 

4.4.1.1 Change of ranks and new significant pathways 

Our weighting schemes reduce P-values of most pathways in each dataset, and 

hence change the ranks of the pathways determined by the uniform weight. So, some 
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pathways in low ranks under the uniform weight improve their rankings and may draw 

researchers’ attention. We describe a few such cases in the following. 

A. Type 2 diabetes dataset.   We observed five pathways with pathway identification 

numbers (PIDs) of 13, 43, 51, 66, and 109 under absT scheme are originally ranked in the 

107th or below under uniform weight. Interestingly, these pathways are reported to be 

associated with the type II diabetes in some ways in a couple of papers [76, 77]. The 

names, ranks, and P-values of those pathways under uniform and absT scheme are given 

in Table 4.4. Such low ranking pathways might have been ignored by researchers under 

the uniform weight, while they would draw researchers’ attention with our weighting 

schemes. 

Table 4.4 Five new significant pathways of type II diabetes selected by Global test using absT scheme: the 

p-values and the ranks of those pathways are compared to those of Uniform weight 

Pathway name 
P-values Ranks 

Uniform absT Uniform absT 

(PID=13) 

Apoptosis 
0.3658 0.0003 111 2 

(PID=66) 

Cell cycle 
0.4871 0.0007 155 9 

(PID=51) 

c3_U133_probes 
0.3822 0.0007 116 9 

(PID=109) 

Integrin-mediated cell 

adhesion 

0.3876 0.0007 119 9 

(PID=43) 

c22_U133_probes 
0.3599 0.0010 107 15 

 

B. Canine lesion dataset.  Six canine pathways with PIDs of 133, 154, 156, 320, 

375, and 420 under absT scheme are originally ranked in the 258th or below under 

uniform weight. The associations of these new identified significant pathways to the 

cancer related disease are also reported in several papers [78, 79, 80]. The names, ranks, 

and P-values of those pathways under absT scheme are compared to those under uniform 

weight in Table 4.5. We observe similar impacts on pathway ranks induced by our other 
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weighting schemes. They are not reported here to conserve space, but available in the 

first author’s technical report.  

Table 4.5 Seven new significant canine pathways selected in the Global test under absT weight: p-values 

and ranks are compared to those under uniform weight 

Pathway names 
P-values Ranks 

Uniform absT Uniform absT 

(PID=133) 

Activation of Csk by cAMP-

dependent Protein Kinase 

Inhibits Signaling through the T 

Cell Receptor 

0.1006 0.00002 258 6 

(PID=156) 

Steps in the Glycosylation of 

Mammalian N-linked 

Oligosaccarides  

0.1308 0.00002 278 6 

(PID=375) 

PTEN dependent cell cycle 

arrest and apoptosis 

0.4451 0.00002 371 6 

(PID=154) 

TPO Signaling Pathway 
0.5504 0.00002 389 6 

(PID=420) 

Trefoil Factors Initiate Mucosal 

Healing 

0.2226 0.00003 330 17 

(PID=320) 

CDK Regulation of DNA 

Replication 

0.5563  0.00003     390                      17 

 

 

4.4.1.2 Overlapping pathways 

While those newly identified significant pathways under would draw researchers’ 

fresh attentions, pathways identified as significant repeatedly under multiple weighting 

schemes may worth additional attention by researchers. We observed that several 

pathways hold high rankings across different weighting schemes, and their biological 

associations to the related diseases are discussed in numerous reports. We indicated those 

overlap pathways appearing in three or more weighting schemes in bold faces in Tables 

2.2.1 and 2.2.2. We discuss them in more detail for the two datasets in the following. 

A. Type 2 diabetes dataset.  Overlap pathways among the top 20s groups include 

Alanine and aspartate metabolism (PID=4), Glutamate metabolism (PID=92), 
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MAP00252 Alanine and aspartate metabolism (PID=140), MAP00430 Taurine and 

hypotaurine metabolism (PID=158), Oxidation Phosphorylation (PID=228), and 

presented in bold faces in Table 2.2.1. Among them, Oxidation Phosphorylation 

(PID=228) and Glutamate metabolism (PID=92) are well known type 2 diabetespathways 

[31, 34].  Alanine and aspartate metabolism (with PID=4), Glutamate metabolism 

(PID=92), MAP00430_Taurine_and_hypotaurine_metabolism (PID=158), 

MAP00252_Alanine_and_aspartate_ metabolism (PID=140), and Alanine and aspartate 

metabolism (PID=4) are also reported to be strongly associated with the type II diabetes 

in some ways by some researchers [69, 81, 82].  It is interesting to notice that pathways 

of PIDs 4 and 140 retain the high ranks (4th or above) across three different schemes. 

B. Canine lesion dataset.  Androgen and estrogen metabolism (PID=17), 

Tryptophan metabolism (PID=39), Multi-step Regulation of Transcription by Pitx 

(PID=117), RNA polymerase III transcription (PID=151), Mitochondrial Carnitine 

Palmitoyltransferase System (PID=217), and Rho cell motility signaling pathway 

(PID=391) are overlap among different weighting schemes. Among them, Tryptophan 

metabolism (PID=39) and Mitochondrial Carnitine Palmitoyltransferase System 

(PID=217) hold the 8th or higher ranks, and the biological significance of the two 

pathways to lesions or cancerous lesions are discussed by many researchers [70, 71, 72, 

83, 84, 85, 86, 87]. Biological associations of the other overlap pathways to the related 

disease are also discussed in some reports [88, 89, 90].  

4.4.1.3   Prediction performances 

Prediction rates are another metric we used to measure the performances of our 

weighting schemes. Using LDA (linear discriminator analysis), SVML (support vector 

machine with a linear kernel), SVMP (support vector machine with a polynomial kernel), 

and KNN (k-nearest neighbors) classification methods, we measured the prediction 

performance of all genes in a pathway and take the average of it for all pathways in those 

20 groups and cross validated those classification results using the LOOCV (leave-one-

out cross validation) technique. The prediction performances of the pathways in all 20 

groups are presented in Tables 4.6 and 4.7 for the two datasets. 
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Table 4.6  Prediction rates of top 20 type II diabetes pathways selected in the Global test under each 

weighting scheme 

Prediction 

Methods 
Uniform absT Qdiff

 
RWV RWM 

LDA 0.57 0.58 0.53 0.55 0.81 

SVML 0.61 0.59 0.58 0.61 0.79 

SVMP 0.51 0.53 0.51 0.53 0.74 

KNN 0.55 0.68 0.53 0.59 0.76 

 

Table 4.7  Prediction rates of top 20 canine pathways selected in the Global test under each weighting 

scheme 

Prediction 

Methods 
Uniform absT Qdiff

 
RWV RWM 

LDA 0.84 0.82 0.86 0.86 0.86 

SVML 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86 

SVMP 0.71 0.70 0.72 0.72 0.70 

KNN 0.84 0.83 0.83 0.84 0.87 

 

As we see in the Tables 4.6 and 4.7, however, the predicting power of those 

pathways selected under the proposed weighting schemes (except RWM) show 

insignificant difference between those selected under uniform weight. This explains that 

those classifiers we used for the performance measurement, except SVML and SVMP, 

are single gene based and do not consider gene’s dependencies in the pathway. Since our 

weighting schemes, except RWM, apply the same weight across all groups of samples for 

each gene, the classifying power of the genes do not change. Hence, those classifiers fail 

to evaluate the improvement of predicting power of the pathways selected using our 

weighting schemes. Note that unlike other schemes, RWM applies different weights to all 

samples for a gene, and thus the classifiers measure the weighting effect on the samples 

for each gene but not on the genes in the pathways. We discuss the improvement of 

predicting power only for the 20 pathways selected under RWM scheme.  

Table 4.6 shows the improvement of the predicting power of the genes in the 20 type 

II diabetes pathways selected under RWM scheme. The prediction rate 0.5 measured by 

LDA for 20 pathways for uniform weight was increased to 0.81 for RWM, which is 24% 

improvement. The prediction improvement made by RMW scheme was 18% when 
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measured by SVML, 23% by SVMK, and 21% under KNN. As for the canine lesion 

dataset results, the improvements were 2%, 0%, -1%, and 3% as measured by LDA, 

SVML, SVMP, and KNN respectively, as shown in Table 4.7. The small improvement 

for the canine pathways compared to that for the type II pathways may share the same 

reason with the small reductions of the P-values: the canine lesion dataset to have 

relatively more differentially expressed genes, and thus may leave smaller room to 

improve. 

4.4.1.4   Biological support 

To investigate further the significance of the proposed weighting scheme in terms of 

biological meaning, we searched the functional annotations of the genes in the selected 

pathways using weights. We particularly sought the biological support for absT scheme, 

since our overall performance analysis on our four proposed schemes finds the absT is 

the most useful and efficient requiring no complex computation like RWM scheme. Using 

DAVID Functional Annotation Tool [91] we extracted 952 Homo Sapiens genes from 

2,150 genes contained the 20 pathways selected under absT scheme. DAVID Tool 

identified eleven enriched genes associated with type II diabetes with P-value 0.01 (by 

the gene-disease association search with GENTIC_ASSOCIATION_DB_DISEASE 

option). We list those eleven genes in Table 4.8.  

Table 4.8  Eleven genes associated with type II diabetes in the top 20 pathways selected with absT 

weighting scheme 

Gene Symbols Gene Names 

CD36 cd36 antigen (collagen type i receptor, thrombospondin receptor) 

CAS caspase 9, apoptosis-related cysteine peptidase 

GPX3 glutathione peroxidase 3 (plasma) 

GSTT1 glutathione s-transferase theta 1 

SOD1 superoxide dismutase 1, soluble (amyotrophic lateral sclerosis 1 (adult)) 

TPMT thiopurine s-methyltransferase 

GSTM1 glutathione s-transferase m1 

CYP2E1 cytochrome p450, family 2, subfamily e, polypeptide 1 

LPL lipoprotein lipase 

TNF lipoprotein lipase 

GYS tumor necrosis factor (tnf superfamily, member 2) 
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Interestingly enough, the David tools failed to identify any enriched genes for the 

type II diabetes in the top 20 pathways selected under uniform weight.  

4.4.2 Application Results in Random forest 

The proposed absT and Qdiff weighting schemes are designed to incorporate into the 

covariance structure of the random effect R when the test statistics Q is calculated in the 

Global test for a group of genes. Hence, the application of such schemes in the Random 

forest method is not appropriate, and indeed the poor experimental results confirmed it. 

RWV application in the Random forest is not appropriate either, since it assigns the same 

weight across all samples for a gene like absT and Qdiff schemes. Thus, we only discuss 

the application results of RWM scheme in the Random forest method case, and compare 

them with those of uniform weight. We also compare those to the RWM application 

results in the Global test method.  

4.4.2.1 Reduction of out-of-bag (OOB) error rates 

The out-of-bag (OOB) error rate is the percentage of time that the Random forest 

classification or regression is incorrect for the OOB data. To obtain an unbiased estimate 

of the classification or regression error in the Random forest, OOB data run down the 

tree, and the overall error rate is computed when a specified number of trees are added to 

the forest. We used 50,000 trees to estimate the classification error, the same number 

used in the similar experiments performed by Pang et al. for their pathway analysis using 

Random forest method [52, 63, 64, 65].  

A. Type 2 diabetes dataset.  Table 2.2.8 displays the PIDs and the OOB error rates 

of top 33 type II diabetes pathways in the Random forest under uniform weight and RWM 

scheme. While the average OOB error rate under uniform weight is 35%, it is only 18% 

under RWM scheme. The OOB error rate is reduced into almost a half by the application 

of RWM scheme in the Random forest. 
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Table 4.9  Top 33 type II diabetes pathways selected in the Random forest with each uniform and RWM 

scheme 

Index 
Uniform  RWM  

Rank PID #Genes OOB (%) Rank PID #Genes OOB (%) 

1 1 79 33 0.26 1 140 22 0.11 

2 2 4 18 0.29 2 113 26 0.14 

3 2 140 22 0.29 2 192 1 0.14 

4 4 36 116 0.31 4 106 5 0.17 

5 4 124 4 0.31 5 117 26 0.17 

6 4 230 121 0.31 4 144 7 0.17 

7 7 5 6 0.34 4 163 8 0.17 

8 7 16 49 0.34 4 164 26 0.17 

9 7 32 157 0.34 4 176 3 0.17 

10 7 46 36 0.34 4 197 11 0.17 

11 7 51 185 0.34 4 235 3 0.17 

12 7 109 91 0.34 4 244 46 0.17 

13 7 141 4 0.34 4 245 11 0.17 

14 7 229 133 0.34 4 250 12 0.17 

15 7 267 4 0.34 4 251 1 0.17 

16 16 1 2 0.37 4 254 25 0.17 

17 16 6 3 0.37 4 274 16 0.17 

18 16 11 15 0.37 4 275 9 0.17 

19 16 13 92 0.37 19 1 2 0.20 

20 16 37 235 0.37 19 4 18 0.20 

21 16 40 240 0.37 19 5 6 0.20 

22 16 49 188 0.37 19 11 15 0.20 

23 16 59 194 0.37 19 24 14 0.20 

24 16 76 3 0.37 19 42  2 0.20 

25 16 144 7 0.37 19 52 122 0.20 

26 16 162 2 0.37 19 69 20 0.20 

27 16 173 11 0.37 19 74 1 0.20 

28 16 194 13 0.37 19 78 6 0.20 

29 16 201 19 0.37 19 80 5 0.20 

30 16 207 3 0.37 19 85 8 0.20 

31 16 209 21 0.37 19 86 39 0.20 

32 16 227 13 0.37 19 98 71 0.20 

33 16 228 43 0.37 19 99 13 0.20 

Total 
  

2050 11.29 
  

578 5.86 

Average 
  

64 0.35 
  

       18      0.18 

 

 

B. Canine lesion dataset.   The average error rate 8% under uniform weight is 

reduced to 6% under RWM scheme, which is only a half of the reduction made for the 

type II diabetes data under RFM. Table 4.10 shows the PIDs and the OOB error rates of 
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the 33 canine lesion pathways under uniform weight and RWM scheme. Again, a larger 

number of differentially expressed genes in the canine lesion dataset may leave only a 

small room for weighting to improve the application result. 

Table 4.10  Top 30 canine pathways selected in the Random forest with uniform and RWM weight each 

Index 
Uniform weight RWM scheme 

Rank PID #Genes OOB (%) Rank PID #Genes OOB (%) 

1 1 274 4 0.03 1 39 9 0.00 

2 1 354 6 0.03 2 17 8 0.03 

3 1 378 15 0.03 2 45 40 0.03 

4 1 395 14 0.03 2 182 5 0.03 

5 5 17 8 0.07 2 220 7 0.03 

6 5 73 5 0.07 2 274 4 0.03 

7 5 100 18 0.07 2 289 13 0.03 

8 5 151 8 0.07 2 354 6 0.03 

9 5 239 9 0.07 2 368 19 0.03 

10 5 287 15 0.07 2 378 15 0.03 

11 5 330 14 0.07 2 395 14 0.03 

12 5 339 19 0.07 2 440 59 0.03 

13 5 349 68 0.07 13 24 7 0.07 

14 5 368 19 0.07 13 40 4 0.07 

15 15 39 9 0.10 13 59 14 0.07 

16 15 89 22 0.10 13 73 5 0.07 

17 15 117 10 0.10 13 100 18 0.07 

18 15 129 7 0.10 13 117 10 0.07 

19 15 147 11 0.10 13 151 8 0.07 

20 15 156 4 0.10 13 154 16 0.07 

21 15 171 12 0.10 13 156 4 0.07 

22 15 173 46 0.10 13 162 18 0.07 

23 15 175 34 0.10 13 202 27 0.07 

24 15 202 27 0.10 13 204 10 0.07 

25 15 223 4 0.10 13 223 4 0.07 

26 15 230 3 0.10 13 229 6 0.07 

27 15 280 17 0.10 13 234 8 0.07 

28 15 281 32 0.10 13 239 9 0.07 

29 15 289 13 0.10 13 264 15 0.07 

30 15 326 11 0.10 13 269 7 0.07 

31 15 380 25 0.10 13 280 17 0.07 

32 15 391 7 0.10 13 326 11 0.07 

33 15 436 6 0.10 13 330 14 0.07 

Total 
  

522 2.79 
  

431 1.83 

Average 
  

16 0.08 
  

13 0.06 
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C.  Simulation datasets.  In the simulation case 1, the error rates of the simulated 

pathways with 26 genes for 30, 50, and 100 samples are 0.27, 0.48, and 0.30 respectively 

under uniform weight, and reduced significantly to 0.13, 0.36, and 0.22 respectively 

under RWM scheme. In the simulation case 2, the error rates of the simulated pathways 

with 21 genes for 30 and 50 samples are 0.50 and 0.30 respectively under uniform 

weight, and reduced to 0.30 and 0.20 under RWM respectively. For the sample size of 

100, the error rates were same 0.24 for both uniform and RWM schemes. The OOB error 

rates of simulated pathways under uniform and RWM scheme are given in Table 4.11. 

The substantial reduction of the error rates under RWM scheme over uniform weight in 

the two simulation cases support our hypothesis that applying different weights to genes 

in the pathway analysis may enhance the quality of the analysis. 

Table  4.11  Random forest results for simulated datasets with uniform and RWM weight: Simulation case 1 

uses the covariance structure and mean of the pathway ID 164 from the type II diabetes dataset (A); 

Simulation case 2 uses the covariance structure and mean of  the pathway ID 441from canine lesion dataset 

# Samples 

(A). Simulation Case 1 (B). Simulation Case 2 

# Genes 
OOB (%) 

# Genes 
OOB (%) 

Uniform RWM Uniform RWM 

30 26 0.27 0.13 21 0.50 0.33 

50 26 0.48 0.36 21 0.30 0.20 

100 26 0.30 0.22 21 0.24 0.24 

 

 

4.4.2.2  Change of ranks and new significant pathways 

Fourteen type II diabetes and five canine pathways out of each 33 group selected 

under RWM scheme are originally ranked in the 100th or below under uniform weight. 

We list each five most significantly changed type II diabetes and canine pathways in 

Tables 4.12 and 4.13 respectively to compare their original ranks under uniform weight 

to the new ranks under RWM scheme 
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Table 4.12  Type II diabetes pathways whose ranks are significantly changed in the Random forest under 

RWM scheme 

Pathway ID and Name 
Ranks OOB (%) 

Uniform RWM Uniform RWM 

PID 113  

Limonene and pinene degradation 
184 2 0.54 0.14 

PID 106 

Inositol metabolism 
259 4 0.69 0.17 

PID 164 

MAP00480_Glutathione_metabolism 

(user defined) 

242 4 0.63 0.17 

PID 176 

MAP00550_Peptidoglycan_biosynthesis 

(user defined) 

259 4 0.66 0.17 

PID 235 

Peptidoglycan biosynthesis 
259 4 0.66 0.17 

 

 

Table 4.13  Canine pathways whose ranks are significantly changed in Random forest under RWM scheme 

Pathway ID and Name 
Ranks OOB (%) 

Uniform RWM Uniform RWM 

PID 24 

Alanine and aspartate metabolism 
319 13 0.34 0.07 

PID 59 

Glycerolipid metabolism 
242 13 0.28 0.07 

PID 204 

Role of PI3K subunit p85 in regulation of 

Actin Organization and Cell Migration 

281 13 0.31 0.07 

PID 229 

Induction of apoptosis through DR3 and 

DR4/5 Death Receptors 

157 4 0.21 0.07 

PID 269 

Ghrelin: Regulation of Food Intake and 

Energy Homeostasis 

188 4 0.28 0.07 

 

 

4.4.2.3  Overlapping pathways 

Three pathways with PIDs of 1, 4, and 140 from the type II diabetes dataset overlap 

between uniform weight and RWM scheme. Nine canine pathways with PIDs of 17, 39, 

117, 151, 274, 354, 368, 378, and 395 for the canine lesion dataset overlap. Further, 
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several pathways overlap between the Global test and the Random forest application 

results both under RWM scheme. Four type II diabetes pathways with PIDs of 144, 176, 

197, and 245, and five canine pathways with PIDs of 17, 39, 40, 117, and 274 are such 

pathways. Interestingly, the four canine pathways under RWM scheme overlap between 

the Global test and the Random forest also overlap between uniform weight and RWM 

scheme in the Random forest. We believe that such pathways overlap across different 

weighting schemes applied in the same pathway analysis method, and across different 

pathway analysis methods for the same weighting scheme may have even stronger 

relevancies to the related phenotypes. 

4.4.2.4  Prediction performances 

The prediction rates of each 33 pathways group for each real dataset are given in 

Table 4.14. According to the four classifiers we used to measure the prediction rates of 

the selected pathways, RWM scheme improved the prediction rate of the type II 

pathways from 52% to 63% (LDA), 48% to 64% (SVML), 49% to 54% (SVMP), and 

52% to 59% (KNN). But for the canine pathways, it worsened the prediction rates. 

Presumably, weights applied to the genes of good predicting power in the significant 

canine pathways may add noises to the expression data of those genes and degrade the 

predicting power. 

Table 4.14  Prediction rates of top 33 canine pathways selected in the Random forest with uniform and 

RWM weight each 

Prediction 

Methods 

Type II Diabetes Dataset Canine Lesion Dataset 

Uniform RWM Uniform RWM 

LDA 0.54 0.63 0.87 0.78 

SVML 0.53 0.64 0.88 0.84 

SVMP 0.46 0.54 0.76 0.72 

KNN 0.54 0.59 0.80 0.73 
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4.4.3 Weighted Pathway Analysis on MD Sub-network Data 

We performed the weighted pathway analysis on our MD sub-networks constructed 

in Chapter 3 for our MD subtype classification. We used Global test to evaluate the 

performances of the 122 sub-networks in terms of the Global test p-value generated with 

three weighting schemes, such as uniform, absT, and Qdiff.  We consider the 122 MD 

sub-networks as 122 pathways in our experiment for the weighted MD pathway analysis. 

The purpose of our MD weighted pathway analysis on the 122 MD sub-networks is to 

achieve possible further refinement and enhancement of our MD sub-network feature 

selections.   

4.4.3.1  Experimental setup 

A. MD pathway dataset.  Originally, our MD sub-network dataset has 122 MD 

sub-networks containing 1,534 expression data from all sub-networks. Since the Global 

test is designed to test the dataset of two conditions, we built our pathway dataset has the 

expression data of the CTRL (normal) group vs. one subtype group. We built six pathway 

datasets for six subtypes, and the names and the matrices of them are given in the 

following Table 4.15.  

Table 4.15  Six MD pathway datasets built for our experiment of weighted MD pathway analysis 

MD pathway dataset 
# Rows 

(pathways) 

# Columns 

(samples) 

CTRL  vs. ALS  dataset 122 13  (6 CTRL + 7 ALS) 

CTRL  vs. BMD dataset 122 20  (6 CTRL  + 14 BMD ) 

CTRL  vs. DMD dataset 122 23  (6 CTRL  + 17 DMD) 

CTRL  vs. DYS  dataset 122 16  (6 CTRL  + 10 DYS) 

CTRL  vs. FKRP  dataset 122 15  (6 CTRL  + 9 FKRP) 

CTRL  vs. TITIN  dataset 122 11  (6 CTRL  + 5 TITIN) 

 

B. Weighting schemes.  We ran the Global test on each pathway dataset three times, 

one with uniform (i.e., weightless), one with absT, and one with Qdiff weighting scheme.   
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4.4.3.2  Application results 

We applied absT and Qdiff weighting schemes on each MD pathway dataset in 

Global test and compared the results with the result of the uniform weight, in terms of the 

average p-values of all pathways. As Table 4.16 and the histogram in Figure 4.4 are 

displaying, when weights were applied, the Global test p-values of all subtypes were 

reduced.  

Table 4.16  Average Global test p-values of all MD pathways in each dataset for  each weight 

MD pathway dataset Uniform absT Qdiff 

CTRL  vs. ALS 1.04E-01 4.67E-02 8.96E-02 

CTRL  vs. BMD 2.74E-02 1.77E-02 2.27E-02 

CTRL  vs. DMD 4.49E-03 3.06E-03 3.14E-03 

CTRL  vs. DYS 2.56E-02 1.42E-02 2.00E-02 

CTRL  vs. FKRP 1.27E-01 6.61E-02 9.84E-02 

CTRL  vs. TITIN 5.45E-01 1.97E-01 4.05E-01 

 

 

Figure 4.4  Histograms of the average Global test p-values of all pathways in each dataset for each 

weighting scheme: blues is for uniform, green for Qdiff, and red for absT scheme 

 

In the histogram, blue rectangles are representing the average p-values under 

uniform weight, green and red rectangles are representing those under Qdiff and absT 

scheme respectively.   Based on the average p-values, we categorized the six subtypes 

into three groups: DMD, DYS and BMD into Group 1 with the low p-values; ALS and 
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FKRP into Group 2 with the intermediate p-values; and TITIN into Group 3 with the high 

p-value. Interestingly, the Global test p-value based categorizations of the six subtypes 

largely conform to the prediction accuracy based performances of the six subtypes, where 

DMD and BMD were belong to the high, ALS to the intermediate, and TITIN to the low 

performing group (see Table 3.5 in Chapter 3).  

The p-value reduction by absT scheme was great than those by Qdiff scheme for all 

subtypes. And the reduction was greater for the pathways of high p-values than those of 

low p-values. For instance, the average p-value of DMD subtype under uniform weight 

was as low as 4.49E-03, but was reduced to 3.06E-03 by absT scheme (32% reduction), 

and to 3.14E-03 by Qdiff scheme (31% reduction). On the other hand, the average p-

value of TITIN under uniform weight was as high as 5.45E-01, but was reduced to 1.97E-

01 by absT scheme (64% reduction), and to 4.05E-01 by Qdiff scheme (26% reduction).  

In Chapter 5, we will visualize the heatmaps of the selected high performing MD 

sub-networks to show the expression pattern, and the Venn Diagrams to identify the 

overlapping sub-networks across different weighting schemes and across different MD 

subtypes.  

In summary, we proposed to apply different weighting schemes in pathway-based 

analysis, based on our intuitive thought that genes more differentially expressed between 

two different groups of samples (normal vs. disease samples) will contribute more 

significantly to the related biological function or disease. We developed four weighting 

schemes absT, Qdiff, RWV, and RWM that assign different weights to genes in the 

pathways. The former two schemes assign weights to genes based on their relevancy to 

the related disease, and the latter two schemes select the weights minimizing p-values or 

error rates among all sets of weights randomly assigned. We investigated the weighting 

impact in the pathway-based analysis using two real and two simulated pathway datasets. 

We made a few interesting observations through our investigations. First, our weighting 

schemes effectively reduce p-values of the pathways in the Global test and OOB error 

rates in the Random forests for all datasets used in our experiments. Second, our schemes 

increase the number of pathways with p-values less than 0.05. RWM performs best 

among all proposed schemes in terms of p-value and OOB error rate reduction, but the 
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scheme is computationally expensive. Third, RWM improves prediction rates of high 

ranking pathways. Fourth, all the improvements discussed above are more significant for 

the type II diabetes dataset than the canine lesion dataset. It may be due to the fact that 

genes with better predicting power or more differentially expressed leave less room for 

further improvement. In addition to the above improvements, our schemes could find 

potentially significant pathways which were missed by uniform weight. Pathways whose 

ranks improved by weighting are associated to the related diseases according to the 

reports presented in numerous literatures. Finally, it is worth noting that absT and Qdiff 

schemes are, in theory, inferior to RWM scheme, but are computationally far less 

complex than RWM. So, it may be a good idea to apply them in case one as they cannot 

afford large computing power or long computing time. Also, it may be an even better idea 

to make absT weight initially guide the RWM weight to reduce the computation cost 

while increasing the optimality of random weight selection. We have unresolved issues 

for evaluating the weighting effect in the prediction performance of our proposed 

schemes. We only used single gene based prediction method and could not evaluate our 

schemes absT, Qdiff, and RWV. In the perspective of those methods, the same weight 

assigned across all samples of a single gene does make any change in terms of classifying 

two different groups of samples for that single gene. Even for RWM scheme, they only 

can evaluate the weighting effect on samples but not on genes, since they cannot consider 

the interactive relationship or dependencies among genes in a group. To resolve this 

matter in the future research, we may apply netSVM (network-constrained support vector 

machine), a classifying tool that can consider the gene-gene interactions among genes in 

a group [94]. 
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Chapter 5: Visualization of Biological Data  
 

With the advancement of unprecedented data generation capacity, now more than 

ever, we need intuitive and rapid data exploration and analysis capabilities. Although 

many biological data analysis tasks can be accomplished with automated processes, some 

steps continue to require human judgment and are frequently rate limiting, because 

visualization can enhance our ability to reason about complex data, thereby increasing the 

efficiency of manual analyses. In some cases, the appropriate visual representation can 

make the solution obvious [9]. Given the importance of human interpretation particularly 

in the early hypothesis generation stages of biological research, visual tools can also 

provide a valuable complement to automated computational techniques, enabling us to 

derive scientific insight from large-scale biological datasets. Visual and automated 

approaches are particularly powerful when used in combination, such that users can 

seamlessly inspect and perform computations on their data, iteratively refining their 

analyses, and may gain insight into biological processes ultimately.   

In this Chapter, we visualize dimensionality reduction on specially designed 

artificial datasets as well as our MD gene expression datasets using the four 

dimensionality reduction techniques overviewed in Chapter 2, and we discuss the 

efficiency of each technique in handling the nonlinearity in the original data. For the 

visualization of dimensionality reduction on real MD gene expression dataets we use the 

CytoDRV, a new Cytoscape plugin tool we developed to visualize the dimensionality 

reduction in Cytoscape. We also visualize the MD sub-network datasets to explore the 

biological importance of selected sub-networks in terms of MD association. The goal of 

such visualization effort is to show how we would gain more scientific insight into highly 

complex MD diseases and biological processes.  This chapter consists of three parts: First 

part visualizes the weighted pathway analysis on MD datasets; Second part visualizes the 

selected MD sub-networks and functional analyses on them; Third section visualizes the 

dimensionality reduction on specially designed artificial datasets and real MD gene 

expression datasets by the four dimensionality reduction techniques we reviewed in 
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Chapter 2. We also introduce CytoDRV, new JAVA software we developed as a new 

Cytoscape plugin tool, for the visualization of dimensionality reduction on MD gene 

expression dataset in Cytoscape. 

5.1 Visualization of Weighted MD Pathway Analysis 

5.1.1 Visualization of Top Performing MD Pathways  

Based on the Global test p-value calculated for each pathway, we selected the top 

ranked pathways to visualize the expression patterns using heatmaps. We show the 

average p-values of MD subtypes under the three weighting schemes. Using Venn 

diagrams, we also show the overlapping pathways among the different sets from Global 

test for different subtypes and for different weighting schemes, which can help us with 

further feature (pathways) selection on MD sub-networks.  

5.1.1.1  Heatmaps of top ten pathways of six subtypes 

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the heatmaps of the expression data of the top ten 

pathways selected from all subtypes except for TITIN.  However, the expression patterns 

of the pathways in these two groups selected under absT scheme do not show any 

significant differences from those selected under uniform weight in all heatmaps. The 

little or no weighting impact in the expression patterns of these pathways may imply the 

fact that since the expression data of these relatively well performing subtypes are 

already expressed differentially enough between the control (normal) group and the 

disease group samples, and there’s not much room for absT scheme to improve the p-

values for them. Or, we may carefully assume that the top ten pathways are not large 

enough to reflect the differences in the expression data values selected with the two 

different weight schemes. Or, we may even more carefully assume that the expression 

data of the whole MD pathway datasets are not visibly differential enough between the 

samples of normal and MD disease, even if there are still some meaningful differences. In 

the heatmaps of the TITIN subtype, however, we see slightly more red cells in absT 

result than in the uniform result, suggesting that the pathways selected by the Global test 
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under absT scheme are a little more differentially expressed than those selected under 

uniform weight.  

 

 

Figure 5.1  Heatmaps of the expression data of the top ten pathways in Group 1 subtypes (DMD, BMD, and 

DYS) each paired with control group: selected by Global test under uniform weight and absT scheme 
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Figure 5.2  Heatmaps of the expression data of the top ten pathways selected for Group 2 subtypes (ALS, 

FKRP) each paired with control group: selected by the Global test under uniform weight and absT scheme  

 

 

Figure 5.3  Heatmaps of the expression data of the top ten pathways in Group 3 subtype (TITIN) paired 

with control group: selected by the Global test under uniform weight and absT scheme 

 

5.1.1.2  Venn Diagrams of different subtypes and different weighting schemes 

If a pathway is ranked high across the different subtypes and across the different 

weighting schemes, we may assume that there’s a high probability that the pathway is 

related with MD. To show the overlapping pathways of different subtypes and different 

weighting schemes, we use the Venn diagrams. 
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Figure 5.4, shows the Venn diagrams of the top 22 pathways of Group 1 subtypes 

BMD, DMD, and DYS, for each weighting scheme. The Venn diagram of the three 

subtypes shows 10 overlapping pathways (sub-network IDs: 11, 14, 22, 30, 32, 50, 53, 

73, 76, 87) for uniform weight; 9 overlapping pathways for absT scheme (sub-network 

IDs:  11, 15, 18, 22, 30, 37, 50, 53, 76, 84, 91, 110); 9 overlapping pathways for Qdiff 

scheme (sub-network IDs: 11, 13, 14, 22, 50, 51, 53, 76, 87).  We finally drew the Venn 

diagram of those three sets of overlapping pathways, and extracted the final five 

overlapping pathways for Group 1 subtypes, and they are sub-networks of IDs 11, 22, 50, 

53, and 76 (Figure 5.4). 

 

 

Figure 5.4  Venn diagram of the top 22 pathways of Group 1 subtypes (DMD, BMD, DYS) for each 

weighting scheme; and the Venn diagram of the three sets of overlapping pathways from three weighting 

schemes 
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The Venn diagram of Group 2 subtypes ALS and FKRP, shows five overlapping 

pathways for uniform weight (sub-network IDs: 12, 50, 55, 89, 58), 9 for absT scheme 

(sub-network IDs: 8, 12, 15, 30, 50, 62, 102, 104, 107), and 6 for Qdiff scheme (sub-

network IDs: 12, 30, 50, 55, 65, 104). Finally, we drew the Venn diagram of those three 

sets of overlapping pathways, and extracted the two overlapping pathways for Group 2 

subtypes, and they are sub-networks with IDs 12 and 50  (Figure 5.5).    

 

 

Figure 5.5  Venn diagrams of the top twenty-two pathways in Group 2 subtypes (ALS and FKRP) for each 

weighting scheme; and the Venn diagram of the three sets of overlapping pathways from the three 

weighting schemes 
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The Group 3 has only one subtype, TITIN, and we drew only one Venn diagram for 

TITIN. The Venn diagrams of the top 22 pathways from the three weighting schemes 

shows five overlapping pathways, which are sub-network IDs of 12, 13, 42, 57, and 89 

(Figure 5.6). 

 

 

Figure 5.6  Venn diagram of the top 22 pathways of TITIN subtype each selected under uniform weight, 

absT, and Qdiff  weighting scheme. 

 

After all, we combined the final overlapping pathways from the three Groups, and 

obtained the nine overlapping pathways in total, which are the sub-networks with IDs of 

11, 13, 22, 42, 50, 53, 57, 76, and 89. Considering that they are selected as high ranking 

pathways repeatedly across the different weighting schemes, we reasonably assume that 

these nine sub-networks are worthy of being included in the first batch of our 

experiments for the visualization of the complex MD data.  Interestingly enough, sub-

network ID 50 was the one particular sub-network which was overlapping across all MD 

subtypes (except TITIN) and across all three weighting schemes, suggesting strong 

association with MD. Indeed, the functional annotation analyses we performed on this 

sub-network using IPA and DAVID tools showed that sub-network ID 50 was indeed 

strongly associated with MD diseases. According to DAVID analysis, the 13 genes in the 

MD sub-network 50 are annotated with 17 GO Terms with p-values 1.6E-2 and 9.52E-2, 

most of which describe the breakdown of proteins, peptide, or macromolecules, which 

are related with MD disease progress (Figure 5.7). IPA identified molecular functions 

such as DNA replication, recombination, and repair (p-value 1.46E-03), and RNA 

damage and repair (p-value=1.45E-02) are also related with MD disease (Figure 5.8). 
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Although the p-values from IPA are not corrected to fix FDR (false discovery rate), and 

may not be significantly low enough in statistical terms, that does not necessarily mean 

that we should ignore all the biological significance or importance if they do not pass the 

strict statistical cut-offs at times.   

 

Figure 5.7 Functional annotations and 17 GO Terms identified by DAVID tool on MD sub-network ID 50 

 

 

Figure 5.8 Functional annotations identified by IPA on MD sub-network ID 50 
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5.2 Visualization of MD sub-networks  

We visualize top ranking MD sub-networks in terms of MD subtype classification 

and high enrichment of MD associated pathways identified in Chapter 4 for further 

exploration of the complex MD diseases and biological processes. For each sub-network, 

we display: the gene-gene interaction network expression pattern, functional annotations, 

gene and disease information, and enriched pathway diagram. The goal of such 

visualization effort is to gain some unique insights into the fundamental cellular and 

molecular pathways and genes underlying complex MD data. 

5.2.1 Visualization Schemes 

To create the visual representations of the expression data and various biological 

information and analyses on each sub-network, we created our visualization scheme as 

displayed in Figure 5.9.  

 

 

Figure 5.9  Diagram of our visualization scheme to visualize the MD sub-network data and analysis 

 

For each sub-network, we display: the gene-gene interaction network using 

Cytoscape network view; expression pattern using heatmaps and parallel coordinates 
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plot; functional annotations using INGENUITY and David tools analyses; gene and 

disease information using GO Terms and Gene Cards; enriched pathway using KEGG 

PATHWAY diagram. 

5.2.1.1   Display of networks 

We created the Cytoscape network view for each sub-network using our own visual 

style: color the edge using the colors predefined by the color map to represent the 

correlation between the interacting nodes; use different node size to reflect the network 

size of a node; create a layered network view by organizing the nodes in the relevant 

rectangles based on the cellular component attributes of nodes.  Figure 5.10 displays the 

color-map (A), node sizes (B), and cellular regions (C) we used to create the Cytoscape 

network view for each sub-network.  

 

 

Figure 5.10  Legends used in the Cytoscape network views for each sub-network: (A) Color map that 

predefines the edge colors to represent the correlation between the interacting nodes; (B) Node sizes to 

represent the network sizes of nodes; (C) Rectangles to organize the nodes according to their cellular 

location attributes to create the layered network view 
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5.2.2 Visualization of MD sub-network 

In this section we visualize the two MD sub-networks, IDs 15 and 22, following our 

visualization scheme displayed in Figure 5.9. 

5.2.2.1 Visualization of MD sub-network ID 15 

The expression data of the sub-network ID 15 consists of a matrix of gene 

expression data for 50 genes in rows and 68 samples in columns (six for the control group 

and 62 for the six MD subtypes).  

5.2.2.1.1 Cytoscape network view of sub-network ID 15 

We created the Cytoscape network view of the sub-network ID 15 to display gene-

gene interactions, correlations between interacting genes, and cellular component 

attributes of genes,  as displayed in Figure 5.11. From this network view, we learn 

visually that the node size of CDK1 is the largest among all with the 35 interactions in 

the network, followed by the node size of CDC25A with the 5 interactions. Twelve nodes 

including NUF2 in the smallest node size have no interactions at all. As for the edge 

colors, CDK1 has very strong positive relationships with PBK, DAB2, TOP2A, RPM2, 

and CEP55, while it has very strong negative relationships with PLEC, NSFL1C, 

HSPA2, and HIST1H1A. Cellular component wisely, most genes of this network are 

located in the nucleus and the cytoplasm. 
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Figure 5.11  Cytoscape network view of the sub-network ID 15 

 

5.2.2.1.2 Heatmap and parallel coordinates plot of sub-network ID 15 

We created the dendrogram and heatmap of the sub-network ID 15 using Matlab 

functions and displayed them in Figure 5.12. The heatmap demonstrates that the gene 

expressions of DMD subtype are dominantly high with lots of red cells; DYS and BMD 

samples are relatively high with the mix of green and red cells; FKRP, ALS are relatively 

low with more greens than reds; and TITIN and control group are very low with most 

greens. Such expression patterns of the six subtypes agree with the prediction 

performances of the six subtypes analyzed Chapter 3 (Table 3.15), and the three groups 

of subtypes categorized on the MD pathway analysis in Chapter 4 (Figure 4.4).  

The parallel coordinates plot displayed Figure 5.10 demonstrates color-coded gene 

expression values of the six subtypes and the Control group across all expression values 

of the 50 genes in the network. Overall, the parallel coordinates plot of sub-network 15is 

demonstrating a pretty good consistency in the expression patterns of subtypes across all 

50 genes, except for a few outliers 
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Figure 5.12  The dendrogram and the heatmap (top) and the parallel coordinates plot (bottom) of the sub-

network ID 15 

 

5.2.2.1.3 Functional annotations of the sub-network ID 15 

A. IENGENUITY pathway analysis.  To obtain the functional annotations 

information on sub-network ID 15, we performed the core data analysis in INGENUITY 

and got the bio functions of the network and displayed it in Figure 5.13. The horizontal 

bar chart displayed in the Figure shows that INGENUITY analysis finds the two 

functional categories, the Skeletal and Muscular Disorders and Skeletal and the Muscular 

System Development and Function. Particularly, PLEC (Plectin) is included in the 

functional category of the Skeletal and Muscular Disorders with p-value 3.57E-03; 

CREB3L1, RRM2, TOP2A, with p-value 2.20E-02; and CCNE1 with 4.89E-02. 

C13orf15 is in the category of Skeletal and Muscular System Development and Function 

with p-value 1.42E02. More importantly, PLEC is directly annotated for MD, which 

               BMD     CTRL        DMD             DYS     FKRP TITIN ALS 
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gives us a good reason to search for more biological and disease information on PLEC, 

using the information providing tools such as GO Terms and Gene Cards. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 5.13  The INGENUITY functional analysis on the 50 genes of the sub-network ID 15: the bar chart 

of the bio functions (top); five molecules categorized in the Skeletal Muscular Disorders and the Skeletal 

and Muscular System Development and Function, highlighting the PLEC molecule annotated for muscular 

dystroply (bottom) 

 

D. DAVID  functional analysis. We also performed DAVID functional annotations 

analysis on the 50 genes of the sub-network ID 15, and obtained the Functional 

Annotation Chart for the sub-network ID 15 displayed in Figure 5.14. From this Chart, 

we can visually learn that 11 to 23 genes are associated with the cell cycle biological 

process (GO:0007049) with p-values ranged from 1.1E-18 to1.6E-11. We recall that the 

cell cycle pathway was one of the important pathways associated with MD in Chapter 3.  
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Figure 5.14  The functional annotation chart for the 50 genes in the sub-network ID 15 provided by the 

DAVID Functional Annotation Tool 

 

5.2.2.1.4 GO Terms and Gene Card information on sub-network ID 15 

Both DAVID and Cytoscape tools provide the interactive search facility for GO 

Terms on the individual genes of interest. To perform the GO term search on PLEC, we 

used the Cytoscape network view, where right-clicking on the PLEC node pops up a 

small menu box to select LinkOut/Ontology/GeneOntology (QuickGO by name) returned 

the two GO Terms on PLEC which are GO:0042731 and GO:00971621, provided by the 

EMBL-EBI database (Figure 5.15). The definitions of the two GO terms for PLEC are 

displayed in Table 5.1.  
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Figure 5.15  GO Term search on PLEC (Plectin) using the interactive search facility provided by Cytoscape 

(top); the two GO Terms GO:0042731 and GO:00971621 provided by EMGL-EBI database for PLEC 

(bottom) 

 

Table 5.1 The name, the ontology, and the definition of GO:0042731 and GO:00971621 

ID GO:0042731 

Name PH domain binding 

Ontology Molecular Function 

Definition 

Interacting selectively and non-covalently with a PH domain (pleckstrin 
homology) of a protein, a domain of about 100 residues that occurs in wide 
range of proteins involved in intracellular signaling or as constituents of the 
cytoskeleton 

ID GO:00971621 

Name DH domain binding 

Ontology Molecular Function 

Definition Interacting selectively and non-covalently with a DH (Dbl homology) domain of a 
protein. The DH domain contains three structurally conserved regions separated 
by more variable regions. It is composed of 11 alpha helices that are folded into 
a flattened, elongated alpha-helix bundle in which two of the three conserved 
regions, conserved region 1 (CR1) and conserved region 3 (CR3), are exposed 
near the centre of one surface. CR1 and CR3, together with a part of alpha-6 
and the DH/PH (pleckstrin homology) junction site, constitute the Rho GTPase 
interacting pocket. 
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For further gene information on PLEC, we searched the Gene Card information 

using the Reactom FI plugin in Cytoscape, and display the search result in Figure 5.14.  

Here, the gene information on PLEC clearly describes the association of PLEC with MD 

disease: “… associated with late-onset muscular dystrophy.”; “… defects in PLEC causes 

limb-girdle muscular dystrophy.” Note the highlighted words “muscular dystrophy” in 

the OMIM gene information and ONIM disorders in the Gene Card on PLEC (Figure 

5.16). 

 

 

Figure 5.16  Gene Card search on PLEC in Cytoscape network view of the sub-network ID 15 using 

Reactom FI plugin (top); ONIM gene information on PLEC provided by the Gene Cards (bottom) 

 

5.2.2.1.5 Display of the pathway in sub-network ID 15 
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The Cell cycle is a MD associated pathway enriched in the sub-network ID 15 with 

p-value 1.58E-11 by the DAVID tools analysis. Using the interactive search facility 

provided by DAVID functional annotation tool, we opened the KEGG PATHWAY 

diagram of the cell cycle, emphasizing the interactions of the eleven genes from the sub-

network ID 15 (Figure 5.17).  

 

 

Figure 5.17  Opening the KEGG PATHWAY diagram of Cell Cycle using interactive search facility 

provided by the DAVID functional annotation tool (top); KEGG PATHWAY diagram highlighting on the 

genes belong to the sub-network ID 15 

 

We also opened the Gene Report on the 11 genes in the sub-network ID 15using the 

interactive search facility provided by the DAVID functional annotation tool. The Gene 

Report shows the gene names, Entrez Gene IDs, and related genes of relevant genes in 
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the pathway. We highlighted those eleven genes of the cell cycle pathway in the 

Cytoscape network view, which are highlighted in red in the KEGG PATHWAY diagram 

(Figure 5.18). 

 

 
 

Figure 5.18  The DAVID Gene Report displays the eleven genes of the sub-network ID 15 hat are in the 

included in the KEGG pathway Cell Cycle (top); the eleven genes highlighted in the Cytoscape network 

view (bottom left), and in red in the KEGG PATHWAY diagram (bottom right) 
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5.2.2.2 Visualization of the sub-network ID 22 

The expression data of the sub-network ID 22 consists of a matrix of gene 

expression data for 22 genes in rows and 68 samples in columns (6 for the control group 

and 62 for the six MD subtypes).  

5.2.2.2.1 Cytoscape network view of sub-network ID 22  

We created the Cytoscape network view of the sub-network ID 22, using the same 

visual style and tools we used for the sub-network ID 15, as displayed in Figure 5.19. The 

network size of the sub-network ID 22 is only the half of the sub-network ID 15, and the 

interactions among genes are all positive except just two genes, which are MATN4 and 

MATN2. Unlike the sub-network ID 15, the locations of the genes are pretty evenly 

spread into the four different cellular component regions as shown in Figure 5.19.  

 

 

Figure 5.19  The Cytoscape network view of the sub-network ID 22 

 

5.2.2.2.2 Heatmap and parallel coordinates diagram of sub-network ID 22 

The gene expression pattern of the sub-network ID 22 is very similar to that of the 

sub-network ID 15: DMD subtype is dominantly high; BMD and DYS are relatively 

high; FKRP and ALS are low; and TITIN and the control group are very low.  
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Interestingly, the expression of MATN4 is exactly the opposite to the expression of most 

genes in the network in all subtypes, telling why MATN4 is negatively correlated with 

MATN2 in the sub-network. Generally, such an unusual expression pattern may deserve 

a researcher’s attention for further inspection in terms of the relevancy to the disease of 

interest.  Other than that, the parallel coordinates plot of the sub-network ID 22 also show 

a good consistency in the expression pattern of the six subtypes across all 22 genes. 

 

 
 

 

  

Figure 5.20  The dendrogram and the heatmap (top), and the parallel coordinates plot (bottom) of the sub-

network ID 22 

 

5.2.2.2.3 Functional annotations on the sub-network ID 22 

We performed the same functional annotation analyses using INGENUITY and 

DAVID tools on the sub-network ID 22, and obtained the bar chart of Bio Functions 

through IAP, and the Functional Annotations Chart through DAVID as we did for the 

sub-network ID 15.  They are demonstrated in Figures 5.21, and 5.22 respectively. 

              BMD      CTRL       DMD           DYS      FKRP TITIN ALS 
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A. IPA (INGENUITY pathway analysis).  The INGENUITY analysis identified 22 

functions for Skeletal and Muscular Disorders in sub-network ID 22. Particularly, it 

identified COL6A3, which is a gene/molecule directly related with Ullrish congenital 

MD with p-value 4.58E-03. We will display the GO Terms and Gene Card information 

on the COL6A3 later.  

 

 

Figure 5.21  The INGENUITY functional analysis on the 22 genes in sub-network ID 22: the bio functions 

chart on the sub-network ID 22 (top); the genes/molecules categorized in the Skeletal and Muscular 

Disorders with highlight on the COL6A3 annotated for the Ullrich congenital MD disease (bottom) 

 

B. DAVID functional analysis.  The DAVID tools functional analysis on sub-

network 22 found 208 records which are demonstrated in the Functional Annotation 
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Chart (Figure 5.22). From this chart, we opened display the KEGG PATHWAY diagram 

of ECM-receptor interaction pathway, and the Gene Report on the ECM-receptor 

interaction pathway in the next section.  

 

 

Figure 5.22  The functional annotation chart for the 22 genes in the sub-network ID 22 provided by the 

DAVID functional analysis tool: DAVID found 208 chart records are found for the 22 genes 

 

5.2.2.2.4 GO Terms and Gene Card information for sub-network ID 22 

Once we learned that COL6A3 is associated with Ullrich congenital muscular 

dystrophy from the INGENUITY analysis, we searched the gene and disease information 

of COL6A3 using GO Terms and Gene Cards (Figures 23, 24, 25). The Gene Ontology 

identified the GO Term of COL6A3 as GO:0005589 which is located at the Cellular 

Component in the ontology. The Ancestor Chart of GO:0005589 obtained from the 
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EMBL-EBI database shows the map of cellular component and collagen type 6 in the 

gene ontology as displayed in Figure 5.23. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.23  GO Term of COL6A3, GO:0005589, obtained from the Gene Ontology website (top); the 

Ancestor Chart of the collagen type VI (COL6) obtained from the EMBL-EBI database 

 

As shown in Figure 5.24, the Gene Card information on COL6A3 clearly describes 

that the mutations in COL6A3 cause of Ullrich congenital muscular dystrophy. The 

association of COL6A3 with the Ullrich muscular dystrophy was first reported by Emir et 

al in 2002 on their paper [92].   
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Figure 5.24  DAVID tool’s Gene Report on COL6A3 describing clearly the linkage of COL6A3 to Ullrich 

muscular dystrophy 

 
 

 

 

… Mutations in this gene are also a cause of Ullrich congenital muscular 

dystrophy, also referred to as Ullrich scleroatonic muscular dystrophy, an 

autosomal recessive congenital myopathy that is more severe than Bethlem 

myopathy… 

Mutations in COL6A3 cause severe and mild phenotypes of Ullrich congenital 

muscular dystrophy, Haplotype analysis clearly suggested linkage of Ullrich 

muscular dystrophy to the COL6A3. 
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Figure 5.25  The Gene Card information on COL6A3 also describes that mutations in COL6A3 gene causes 

Ullrich congenital muscular dystrophy 

 

5.2.2.2.5 Display of the pathway in sub-network ID 22 

The DAVID functional annotation tools found the five genes in sub-network ID 22 

that are included in the ECM Receptor Interaction pathway, and COL6A3 is one of them.  

Figure 5.26 displays the DAVID tool’s Gene Report on those five genes, KEGG 

PATHWAY diagram of ECM Receptor Interaction pathway, and Cytoscape network 

view of sub-network ID 22 with highlight on the five genes (Figure 26).  

     

Figure 5.26  DAVID tool's Gene Report on the five genes of sub-network ID 22 that are included in the 

ECM Report Interaction pathway (top); Cytoscape network view of the sub-network with highlight on the 

five genes (bottom left); KEGG PATHWAY diagram of ECM Receptor Interaction pathway with highlight 

on the five genes (bottom right) 
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5.2.3 Pathway enrichment in MD sub-networks 

In summary, for the visualizations of MD sub-networks we created Cytoscape 

network view for each MD sub-network using our visual style that uses edge colors to 

show the correlation between interacting genes, uses node sizes to show the network size 

of the nodes, and uses Bubble Router plugin to create the layered network views using 

cellular components of the nodes. To show the expression patterns of the sub-networks, 

we created the heatmaps and the parallel diagrams. We performed functional annotations 

analyses using INGENUITY and DAVID tools, and displayed the functional annotation 

charts and bars for the sub-networks obtained from the analyses. Using the interactive 

search facility provided by Cytoscape, we displayed the GO Terms and Gene Card 

information on the genes associated with MD. Also, using the interactive search facilities 

provided by the DAVID tools, we showed the KEGG PATHWAY diagrams of the 

pathways, with highlight on the genes in each sub-network. Through our visualization 

work on the sub-networks we could refine our feature selections on MD data and identify 

the four sub-networks that are highly enriched with MD associated pathways.  We 

display the highly enriched pathways of those four sub-networks in Table 5.2   

 

Figure 5.27  Pathway enrichment of selected MD sub-networks (IDs, 15, 22, 70, 76) by DAVID tool 
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Table 5.2  Pathway enrichment of selected MD sub-networks (IDs, 15, 22, 70, 76) by DAVID tool 

Subnet-work  
 ID  

Pathway Term  # Genes  p-Value  

Sub-network 15  
(size = 50)  

Cell cycle  11  1.58E-11  

Progesterone-mediated oocyte maturation  7  8.69E-07  

p53 signaling pathway  6  6.35E-06  

Oocyte meiosis  6  6.68E-05  

Sub-network 22  
(size=22)  

ECM-receptor interaction  5  1.35E-05  

Focal adhesion  6  1.97E-05  

Regulation of actin cytoskeleton  3  6.40E-02  

Arginine and proline metabolism  2  9.96E-02  

Sub-network70  
(size = 20)  

Cell adhesion molecules (CAMs)  6  1.19E-05  

T cell receptor signaling pathway  4  2.28E-03  

Natural killer cell mediated cytotoxicity  4  4.13E-03  

Viral myocarditis  3  1.36E-02  

Systemic lupus erythematosus  3  2.55E-02  

Primary immunodeficiency  2  8.60E-02  

Allograft rejection  2  8.83E-02  

Graft-versus-host disease  2  9.54E-02  

Sub-network 76  
(size = 10)  

Focal adhesion  5  1.15E-05  

ECM-receptor interaction  4  4.25E-05  

 

Among the four sub-networks, 15, 22, 70 and 76, we showed all our visualization 

work for only two sub-networks 15and 22, and add the visualization work for the other 

two sub-networks, 70 and 76, in the APPENDIX of this paper. Now, before we conclude 

the visualization of MD sub-networks, let us provide the Cytoscape network views of all 

four sub-networks for a quick comparison of the network sizes and the gene-gene 

interactions (Figure 5.28).  
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Figure 5.28 Cytoscape network views of the four finally selected sub-networks with IDs of 15, 76, 22, and 

70, clock-wisely: the highlighted nodes in each network view are included in one of the enriched pathways 

listed in Table 5.2 
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5.3 Visualization of Dimensionality Reduction 

In this section, we visualize the transformation of 3D data to 2D using highly 

nonlinear artificial datasets to explore the efficiency of the four reduction techniques in 

handling the nonlinearity of the data. We also explore our MD gene expression datasets, 

by visualizing the dimensionality reduction on them using CytoDRV in Cytoscape. 

5.3.1 Reduction on artificial datasets 

Previous studies show that nonlinear techniques outperform their linear counterparts 

on complex artificial data. We visualize how the linear technique PCA and the nonlinear 

techniques ISOMAP, LLE and LAPLACIAN transforms the data of 3D to 2D using 

Swissroll, Swissroll with a hole, Punctured sphere, Twin peaks, Toroidal helix, and 

Gaussian, which are specially designed and commonly used in the study of 

dimensionality reduction performance analysis. To generate these special artificial 

datasets we used Matlab code available from MatlabToolbox. Each artificial data set 

consists of 800 features in 3D. The quality of resulting low-dimensional data 

representations on these data are based on 2D mapping using k=8 for nearest neighbors. 

5.3.1.1 Swissroll dataset  

The Swissroll dataset is to investigate how each dimensionality reduction technique 

handles the data that lies on a low-dimensional manifold that is isometric to Euclidean 

space. As seen in Figure 5.29, PCA uses no manifold information and cannot unroll the 

data at all; ISOMAP successfully unrolls the data, although the processing speed is very 

slow; LLE and LAPLACIAN cannot handle this dataset.  
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Figure 5.29  Dimensionality reductions on Swissroll dataset 

 

The Swissroll-with-a-hole (non-convexity) dataset is a dataset that can be used to 

investigate how the reduction techniques deal with data lying on or near a disconnected 

manifold. As shown in Figure 5.30, PCA uses no manifold information and cannot unroll 

this data. Unlike PCA, all three nonlinear techniques can find the hole, although the 

projections are distorted. 

 

 

Figure 5.30  Dimensionality reductions on Swissroll-data-with-a-hole dataset 
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5.3.1.2 Toroidal Helix dataset 

The Toroidal Helix dataset can be used to investigate whether dimensionality 

reduction techniques can handle changes from dense to sparse regions. When the 3D 

Toroidal Helix dataset is projected to 2D from top-down, it should unravel into a circle 

shape. But as Figure 5.31 displays, PCA projects the Toroidal Helix to an asterisk, LLE 

projects it to a triangular shape. Only ISOMAP and LAPLACIAN project it to a circle 

accurately.  

 

Figure 5.31  Dimensionality reductions on Toroidal Helix dataset 

 

5.3.1.3 Punctured Sphere dataset 

The sampling of the Punctured Sphere dataset is very sparse at the bottom and dense 

at the top, so the data is useful to investigate whether the reduction techniques can handle 

sparse regions. When a 3D Punctured Sphere dataset is projected to 2D, we expect to see 

a sparser circular shape close to the center and denser toward the outer edge. Our 

experimental results show that PCA projects the sphere from the side not from the top. 

ISOMAP projects into a good circular shape, but the sparse and the dense areas are not 

accurately projected. Only LLE and LAPLACIAN get results with better accuracy 

(Figure 5.32). 
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Figure 5.32  Dimensionality reductions on Punctured Sphere dataset 

 

5.3.1.4 Gaussian dataset (curvature and non-uniform sampling).   

We use the Gaussian distribution data randomly sampled using standard deviation 

(std) = 0.4. The lower the standard deviation is the higher curvature the Gaussian shape 

is. Our experimental results show that PCA projects from the side rather than top-down 

like it does for the Punctured Sphere data. LAPLACIAN fails to handle the change in 

sampling. Only ISOMAP, and LLE produce the results with better accuracy. But for the 

Gaussian dataset sampled using std=1.0, PCA, ISOMAP, LLE project accurately, but 

LAPLACIAN still fails to handle the data (Figure 5.33).   
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Figure 5.33  Dimensionality reductions on Gaussian dataset 

 

5.3.2 CytoDRV (Cytoscape Dimensionality Reduction Visualizer) 

CytoDRV is a JAVA software that we developed as a Cytoscape plugin tool to 

perform and visualize the dimensionality reduction on the high dimensional microarray 

gene expression data in Cytoscape. The CytoDRV plugin tool provides users with four 

commonly used dimensionality reduction methods, PCA, LLE, ISOMAP, and 

LAPLACIAN which we visualized the efficiencies using special artificial datasets in 

section 4.3.1..  

5.3.2.1 Software Architecture of CytoDRV 

CytoDRV software consists of three major components, Front-end GUI, Reduction 

Engine, and Visualization Engine, which are demonstrated in the software architecture 

diagram of CytoDRV in Figure 5.34.  The role of each CytoDRV component is like the 

following:   

 The Front-end GUI is a component enabling users to specify the reduction 

parameters to use for the reduction of data, such as reduction algorithm, target 

dimension to display the reduction result, and k nearest neighbors for the 

reduction algorithm to use in building clusters.  
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 Reduction Engine is a component executing the dimensionality reduction on a 

given expression data using the reduction parameters user specified. 

CytoDRV is built on JRI programming to enable JAVA to communicate with 

R. Using Rengine class, CytoDRV makes a R dimensionality reduction 

function run on a given expression dataset, and receives the reduction result 

from R back to the JAVA environment for visualization.   

 Visualization Engine is a component creating the scatter plots in 2D or 3D, 

using PApplet class in processing.core package to visualize the reduction 

results.  

 

Here, to explain the software architecture of CytoDRV, we provide brief 

descriptions on the JRI programming, R programming language, and the PApplet that are 

building the CytoDRV software: 

 JRI is a Java/R Interface, which allows running R inside Java applications as a 

single thread. Basically it loads R dynamic library into Java and provides a 

Java API to R functionality. It supports both simple calls to R functions and a 

full running REPL. For more information on JRI, visit 

http://www.rforge.net/JRI/.  

 R is an open source programming language and software environment 

for statistical computing and graphics. The R language is widely used among 

statisticians for developing statistical software and data analysis. For more 

information on R, visit http://www.r-project.org/. 

 PApplet is a base class for all sketchers that use processing.core, which is an 

open source programming language and environment for creating images, 

animation, and interactions. For more information on PApplet, visit  

http://processing.googlecode.com/svn/trunk/processing/build/javadoc/core/pro

cessing/core/PApplet.html 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_source
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Programming_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistical_computing
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Figure 5.34  Software architecture of the CytoDRV 

 

5.3.2.2  Functionalities of CytoDRV 

On a high dimensional gene expression dataset for two conditions loaded into 

Cytoscape, CytoDRV employs Rengine class to execute the dimensionality reduction, 

using reduction parameters user specified in the front-end GUI, and visualize the 

reduction result in 2D or 3D scatter plots. Rengine class used in the JRI programming is 

the interface between an instance of R and the Java VM. Due to the fact that R has no 
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threading support, CytoDRV can run only one instance of R at a time to perform the 

reduction. Followings are the software functionalities of the CytoDRV plugin tool. 

 Communicates with Cytoscape to pop-up the CytoDRV front-end GUI at user’s 

selection of CytoDRV plugin from the Cytoscape Plugins menu, and to get the 

file information on the high dimensional gene expression data currently loaded in 

Cytoscape (Figure 5.35). 

 

  
 

  

Figure 5.35 Starting CytoDRV by selecting the CytoDRV plugin from the Cytoscape Plugins pull-down 

menu (top); the Front-end GUI of the CytoDRV for users to specify the three reduction parameters: 

reduction algorithm, target dimension, and the k nearest neighbors 
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 Provides the front-end GUI for users to select the reduction parameters such as 

reduction algorithm, 2D or 3D target dimension to display the reduction result, 

and the k nearest neighbors for the reduction algorithm to use for building clusters 

in executing the reduction (Figure 5.35). 

 Provides four dimensionality reduction algorithms to use: one linear method PCA 

and three nonlinear methods such as LLE, ISOMAP, and LAPLACIAN, which 

we introduced in section 1.1, and visualized our experimental use on the artificial 

datasets in section 4.1.2.3. 

 Communicates with R programming language via Rengine object to pass a high 

dimensional expression data to reduce the dimensionality and the reduction 

parameters of user’s choice for R functions to use to perform dimensionality 

reduction on the given data 

 Receives the dimensionality reduction result from R via Rengine, and displays the 

result using scatter plots in 2D or 3D target dimension 

5.3.2.3  Sample runs on MD expression dataset 

5.3.2.3.1 Experimental setup 

To run CytoDRV in Cytoscape, we first import a gene expression data into 

Cytoscape to reduce, and select the CytoDRV plugin from the Cytoscape Plugin menus. 

This opens up the front-end GUI, where we select one dimensionality reduction 

algorithm, target dimension 2D or 3D, and set the number k for building the nearest 

neighbors (we used k=4 for our experimental datasets). Then click OK button. Then, 

CytoDRV runs the selected reduction algorithm on the given expression data, and 

displays the reduction result in 2D or 3D scatter plots. 

For easier comparison of the gene expression pattern between the contorl and each 

MD disease subtype, we built our experimental data for each subtype, paired with the 

control group. Thus each of the six experimental datasets contains a matrix of 1,534 rows 
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(for the gene expression data points of all 122 sub-networks) and a variant number of 

columns for the samples (6 control group vs. the variant number of a MD subtype) 

5.3.2.3.2 Experimental results 

The green dot cluster in the scatter plots represents the data points from the control 

group, and the red dot cluster represents those from a particular MD subtype group. For 

2D target dimensions, CytDRV displays the scatter plots in the 2D X-Y coordinate 

planes, and for 3D target dimensions, it displays them in 3D sphere animated to move 

around the X-Y axes in the center of a 3D cube.  We quantified the compactness of each 

cluster by calculating the average Euclidian distance among all data points in each cluster 

and displayed it in the Table for the reduction result of each CTRL vs. MD subtype 

dataset.  

A.  Reduction of CTRL vs. DMD expression dataset.  The CTRL vs. DMD subtype 

expression dataset consists of a matrix of 1,534 rows for the gene expression data points 

and 23 columns for the samples (6 CTRLs and 17 DMDs). All reduction results on this 

dataset manifest the dominancy of DMD except for the ISOMAP method case. As 

displayed in Figure 5.36, the green and the red dots in the scatter plots are creating 

excellent clustering separating the two colors far and clean from each other, except for 

the ISOMAP results. Recalling our experimental results of the ISOMAP reduction on the 

Toroidal artificial dataset 4.3.1.2, ISOMAP is weak in handling the sparse region in the 

data, with an educated guess, we suspect that the CTRL vs. DMD dataset have some 

sparse region(s) that ISOMPA failed to handle properly, although these interesting results 

by ISOMAP on this dataset need a further investigation for more accurate analysis 

(Figure 5.36 and Table 5.3).  
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Figure 5.36  2D and 3D dimensionality reduction results on CTRL vs. DMD expression dataset by four 

dimensionality reduction methods are visualized by CytoDRV 
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Table 5.3 Average Euclidian distance among data-points in each of CTRL DMD cluster generated by each 

reduction method 

 CTRL DMD 

PCA 7.06 4.79 

LLE 4.44E-15 1.30 

ISOMAP 13.70 14.77 

LAPLACIAN 2.87E-16 0.27 

 

B.  Results on CTRL vs. BMD expression dataset.  The CTRL vs. BMD subtype 

expression dataset consists of a matrix of 1,534 rows for the gene expression data points 

and 20 columns for the samples (6 CTRLs and 14 BMDs). As shown in Figure 5.35, 

overall reduction results show pretty good separations between the control and the BMD 

group clusters but the separations are not as clean as to those of the CTRL vs. DMD 

dataset results except for the ISOMAP results. In Chapter 3, we learned that BMD is 

similar to DMD in many disease aspects, but not as dominant, and the reduction results 

on BMD conform to that finding. Overall, the three nonlinear methods performed slightly 

better than the linear method PCA in separating/clustering the green (normal) and the red 

dots (BMD) from each other (Figure 5.37 and Table 5.4). 
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Figure 5.37  2D and 3D dimensionality reduction results on CTRL vs. BMD expression dataset by four 

dimensionality reduction methods are visualized by CytoDRV 

 

Table 5.4 Average Euclidian distance among data-points in each of CTRL and BMD cluster generated by 

each reduction method 

 CTRL BMD 

PCA 3.44 13.01 

LLE 0.00 1.38 

ISOMAP 9.03 31.91 

LAPLACIAN 0.02 0.33 

 

B. Results on CTRL vs. TITIN expression dataset.   The CTRL vs. TITIN subtype 

expression data consists of a matrix of 1,534 rows for gene expression data 

points and 11 columns for samples (6 CTRLs and 5 TITINs). With the lowest 

prediction accuracy rate among all six MD subtypes in our MD classifications 

study in Chapter 3, and the highest Global p-values generated by the Global test 
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in our weighted MD pathway analysis in the Section 4.1, we expected to see little 

or no separations or clustering results on this dataset. And indeed, that’s exactly 

what we see in all resulting scatter plots displayed in Figure 5.36. Both linear and 

nonlinear methods failed to separate the green and the red data groups from each 

other for the CTRL vs. TITIN expression dataset (Figure 5.38 and Table 5.5).   
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Figure 5.38 2D and 3D dimensionality reduction results on CTRL vs. TITIN expression dataset by four 

dimensionality reduction methods are visualized by CytoDRV 

 

Table 5.5 Average Euclidian distance among data-points in each of CTRL and TITIN cluster generated by 

each reduction method 

 CTRL TITIN 

PCA 6.80 14.61 

LLE 1.76 1.52 

ISOMAP 16.37 22.40 

LAPLACIAN 0.36 0.57 

 

 

D.  Results on CTRL vs. FKRP expression dataset.  The CTRL vs. FKRP subtype 

expression dataset consists of a matrix of 1,534 rows for genes expression data points and 

15 columns for samples (6 CTRLs and 9 FKRPs). FKRP is an intermediate subtype in 

terms of the prediction performance in our MD subtype classification, and of the Global 

test p-value in our weighted pathway analysis. Indeed, as displayed in Figure 5.37, the 
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clustering in the all resulting scatter plots are not as clear as those of the CTRL vs. DMD 

dataset results, but much better than those of the CTRL vs. TITIN dataset results (Figure 

5.39 and Table 5.6). 
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Figure 5.39 2D and 3D dimensionality reduction results on CTRL vs. FKRP expression dataset by four 

dimensionality reduction methods are visualized by CytoDRV 

 

Table 5.6 Average Euclidian distance among data-points in each of CTRL and FKRP cluster generated by 

each reduction method 

 CTRL KFRP 

PCA 6.80 14.61 

LLE 1.76 1.52 

ISOMAP 16.37 22.40 

LAPLACIAN 0.36 0.57 

 

In summary, CytoDRV plugin tool allows Cytoscape users to perform 

dimensionality reduction on the high dimensional gene expression dataset they load into 

Cytoscape for their network analysis. It provides a front-end GUI for users to specify 

three reduction parameters such as a reduction method, target dimension, and the k-

nearest neighbors used in building clusters.  Upon finishing the reduction calculation 

using the reduction parameters of user’s choice, CytoDRV visualizes the reduction result 

in 2D or 3D scatter plots, in which users can visually inspect the compactness of data 

points within each cluster, and the separability of two cluster groups from each other. 

Users can easily compare the efficiency of each method on the original gene expression 

dataset of their interest by running all four methods PCA, LLE, ISOMAP, and 

LAPLACIAN, one at a time, on the same data.  

Our experimental results show that in terms of the average distance measurement 

among data-points within each MD subtype cluster in all reduction results, LAPLACIAN 

method worked best for the CTRL vs. DMD dataset with 0.27 for the DMD cluster, 

comparing to 0.33 for BMD, 0.39 for FKRP, and 0.57 for LAPLACIAN cluster. On the 

other hand, ISOMAP method generated poorest result for the CTRL vs. FKRP for dataset 

with 33.67 for the FKRP cluster, comparing to 14.77 for DMD, 31.91 for BMD, and 

22.40 for TITIN cluster. But in terms of the separability between CTRL and each MD 

subtype cluster, CTRL vs. DMD dataset displayed the most clean and wide separability 

by all reduction methods except for the ISOMAP method, while CTRL vs. TITIN dataset 

displayed virtually no separability between two cluster groups in all reduction results 
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generated by all four methods. The visualization of dimensionality reductions performed 

on our MD sub-network expression datasets by CytoDRV helped us reassure the 

characteristics of each MD subtype, such as DMD dominancy and TITIN weakness,  as 

revealed from our MD sub-network construction and MD sub-type classification analysis 

discussed in Chapter 3.     
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Chapter 6: Conclusion 
 

6.1 Contribution 

First, to construct biologically interpretable features and facilitate Muscular 

Dystrophy (MD) subtypes classification for a better understanding of MD, we developed 

a novel integrative scheme utilizing PPI network information, functional gene sets 

information, and mRNA profiling data.  By combining PPI network information and gene 

co-expression relationship into a new distance metric, we applied APC to identify gene 

sub-networks associated to MD. Further, we incorporated functional gene set knowledge 

to complement the physical interaction information (i.e., PPI). Based on constructed sub-

networks and gene set features, we applied multi-class support vector machine (MSVM) 

for MD subtype classification, and highlighted potential biomarkers contributing to the 

subtype prediction. The experimental results show that our scheme could construct sub-

networks that are more relevant to MD than those constructed by conventional 

approaches. Furthermore, our integrative strategy substantially improves the prediction 

accuracy, especially for those ‘hard-to-classify’ subtypes. 

Second, we proposed to apply non-uniform weights to the genes in a pathway to 

enhance the pathway based analysis, resulting in four different weighting schemes in this 

research. We applied our non-uniform weighting schemes to two real microarray gene 

expression datasets to improve feature selections, respectively, for the Global test method 

and the Random forest method. Our experimental results show that our proposed 

weighting schemes can reduce the p-values of the pathways calculated in the Global test 

and the error rates calculated in the Random forest. The proposed weighting schemes also 

changed the ranks of pathways in the datasets and identified new significant pathways 

that are ranked low and missed under conventional uniform weighting scheme. With 

David Tools we identified several genes related to type II diabetes from the pathways 

selected by a proposed weighting scheme, while no genes are identified from the 
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pathways selected under uniform weight. The prediction rates of the pathways selected 

using our weighting schemes also show improvement.  

Third, we visualized several MD sub-networks selected from our weighted MD 

pathway analysis. For each sub-network we displayed: the Cytoscape network view to 

visualize the interactions among genes; heatmaps and parallel coordinates plot to 

visualize the correlation in expression pattern; GO Terms and functional annotations to 

visualize the biological functions of the MD associated genes and pathways.  We also 

visualized the data transformation from 3D to 2D by the four commonly used reduction 

methods (PCA, LLE, ISOMAP, and LAPLACIAN) on some artificial datasets specially 

designed to examine the efficiency of each method in dealing with various types of 

nonlinearity in the data. Using CytoDRV, a hands-on Cytoscape plugin tool we 

developed to visualize the dimensionality reduction on gene expression data in 

Cytoscape, we performed dimensionality reduction on our MD sub-network expression 

datasets for each MD subtype and explored the cluster each MD subtype in the reduction 

result displayed as 2D or 3D scatter plots. Although we did not develop any novel 

visualization tool(s) for our visualization tasks, we could gain a great deal of important 

knowledge and information on the complex MD data and MD associated genes and 

pathways, by utilizing various analysis and visualization tools, databases, and resources 

available in the public domain.   

6.2 Future Work 

6.2.1 Development of Visualization Tools and Techniques 

We will continue our research to develop powerful visualization tools and 

techniques that can visualize: high dimensional biological data; dimensionality reduction 

and feature selection; clusters and clusters interactions; pathways and pathways 

interactions. Ultimately, we would like to develop a multi-functioning visualization tool 

that can provide an integrated framework with which researchers can gain insight into 

complex biological processes associated with various diseases.   
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6.2.2 Improvement of Nonlinear Methods 

Although many nonlinear dimensionality methods outperform linear methods in the 

experimental results on several specially designed artificial datasets, that is not 

necessarily the case when it comes to the high dimensional, complex, nonlinear 

biological datasets, despite their increased modeling power. We would like to continue 

our research on nonlinear manifold learning to improve current limitations and 

imperfections. Most high dimensional data has outliers which could seriously damage the 

performance of any reduction algorithms. In our future research, we would explore how 

we can effectively remove the outliers residing in the original data before we proceed 

with reduction calculation to optimize the reduction result. Using sparcity based 

reduction could be considered as a good starting point to address the outlier problem.  We 

may start from a simple experiment using the integrative scheme we developed in this 

research for MD sub-network identification.  Since many current nonlinear algorithms 

use gene-to-gene distance measurements in calculating the embedding, we may 

incorporate the topology of PPI network information into the distance measurement of 

nonlinear algorithms. We may also utilize protein DNA interaction information into the 

distance measurement, as incorporating more biological knowledge may extract more 

biologically meaningful results from data. We may also apply APC approach to substitute 

the k nearest neighbor construction of nonlinear methods. Admittedly, this integrative 

scheme is highly hypothetical at this stage, requiring intensive experiments and further 

analyses to demonstrate the feasibility of this approach.   
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1.2 Expression pattern of sub-network ID 70 
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1.4   Gene Cards information on CD2 gene in sub-network 70 
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1.6  DAVID functional annotation analysis on sub-network  70 
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B.  Snapshots of visualizations on MD sub-network ID 76 
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2.3  GO Cards information on SPARC gene in sub-network 76 
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2.5  DAVID functional annotation analysis on sub-network ID 76 
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